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IN LOVING MEMORY OF
JOHN ALOYSIUS KRABLER, C.M.
WE DEDICATE THIS ISSUE
FATHER JOHN ALOYSIUS KRABLER, C. M.
IXTY-THREE YEARS A PRIEST! Sixty-
three years of generous service in the vine-
yard of the Master. That has been the
high privilege of Father John Aloysius
Krabler, C. M., who on the 15th of last July was called
to his eternal reward. It is not within the compass
of this little tribute to a great Vincentian-for Father
Krabler was that-to dwell on the biographical de-
tails of his life. To tell the story of his departure
from Germany to serve in the American missions
upon the solicitation of Father Stephen Vincent Ryan,
to describe his years of study at Niagara Falls, St.
Louis and Germantown, to enumerate the multiplicity
of offices held and faithfuilly discharged by him in his
long life in the Congregation, to expatiate on the
ardor of his sixty-three years of sacerdotal ministra-
tions, to relate the great extent of his personal sanc-
tity-what a glowing theme this would be! But
here we can pause to give only a short appreciation
of a noble quality in our venerable confrere.
Throughout his sixty-three years of community
life Father Krabler was ever a model son of the
Congregation which he loved so dearly. Faithfully
did he serve her, spending himself and being spent in
the service to which he was vowed. Her interest was
ever his interest; her welfare his deepest concern.
For he realized, as few of us do, that her progress and
her success work gloriously unto the sanctification of
souls, the honor of the Church, and the glory of God.
Modest and reserved Father Krabler was not wont to
occupy the first places in the Little Company, but
the good example of his life earned for him an
esteem that gave weight to his opinions; and this in-
fluence he was not slow to exercise when there was
question of community concern. He loved the Com-
munity; he served her well. His life is an inspira-
tion to all who would do the same.
Undoubtedly it was Father Krabler's great love for
the Community that prompted his unceasing interest
in the scholasticate. The future missionaries to
whose charge his beloved Congregation must some day
be committed were the object of his special concern.
The magnificent new Students' Building is ample
testimony of this, for it is chiefly through him that
Mrs. Kulage's interests were turned toward Perryville.
Another testimony-simple yet touching-is the un-
failing regularity with Which he sent his Christmas
and Easter greetings to the scholasticate. Every year
his card was always among the first to arrive. May
we students be worthy of the solicitude bestowed on us
by a truly great Vincentian. If we follow the example
of his life, we shall!
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FOREIGN MISSION
Father Coyle has been very busy
keeping a few steps ahead of the ban-
dits and communists. From the mos't
recent reports Kingtehchen has more
than. its quota of. each class. Both
roam through the mountains killing
and looting, 'the communists looking
for apprentices, the bandits for money.
If the robbers fail to secure money,
they resort to kidnaping. There are
some groups that are thoroughly com-
munistic. Their purpose is to turn
Chinese minds in favor of a Soviet gov-
ernment. Father Coyle says, "It is
hoped tht the soldiers will be able 'to
control these lawless elements better
than in previous years. We worry at
times and flee to another place only 'to
return to learn that nothing extraor-
dinary happened."
Reenforcements in the persons of
Fathers Misner and Smith from
Yukiang brought the trouble, which
has been brewing between Father
Bereswell and the secular teachers of
the school entrusted to his charge, to
an end. During the squabble the
owner of the building, which the school
occupied, decided he could find less
troublesome tenants and ordered its
vacation. It seems that the trouble
with the teachers is over for the pres-
ent. But China is China, and peace is
temporary. Let us hope the matter is
settled definitely. Father Beresuwell
says that it was, without doubt, the
worst affair he has encountered in his
dealings with these people.
Father Bereswell's pet and com-
panion, Little Dolly, a young setter,
was a source of consolation, no doubt,
during the recent trouble. Evidently
she has little respect for the white
cassock worn by her master. She
seems to think he dons it for but one
purpose, to be besmeared by her smut-
ty paws. But it must be consoling to
see the love-light in her eyes, and to
realize that he has at least one friend
very near.
The railroad under construction
into Hokow, will bring the village much
nearer Shanghai. It is estimated that
this will decrease the time of traveling
to the lar'ger city to twenty-two
hours. The missionaries are especially
an.xious for its completion. It will en-
able them to procure necessities from
Shanghai with much greater facilitiy
and much less cost.
The vicinity of Hokow suffered verv
severely from the drough't. The early
rice was saved, but the late first crons
and all second crops were failures. The
whole town abstained from meat for a
week to appease the gods of rain for
the killing of living things. This avail-
ing nothing they tried another and
better plan. They said, "What do these
idols know about the heat and drought
when they are in the cool temples all
day." So taking them they put them
outside that they would feel just how
hot it was. If the heat troubled them
all they would have to do would be to
send rain.
A NEW STAR
On September the first God called
Sister Marcelline Driscoll to her eternal
reward. Nearly half of her life was
spent spending herself as a Daughter of
Charity in the service of God. Diuring:
that time nothing but 'whole-hearted
loyalty to the spirit of her Institute
distinguished her in that glorious Armvya
of more than fifty thousand Sisters of
Charity,
Sister Marcelline, taken suddenly ill
at Merillac Seminary, was rushed to
De Paul Hospital, St. Louis, and sub-
mitted to an emergency operation for
a ruptured appendix. Two weeks later,
her condition having grown critical.
Father Joseph Daspit, C. M., was called
to her bedside. He anointed his aunt
and assisted her in her last hours.
When the end finally came it was
Father Daspi't who, assisted by his
brother Lawrence, a Novice at Perry-
ville, celebrated the Requiem Mass for
the repose of the pious soul.
The Priests, Students and Novices of
Perryville sympathize with 'the par-
ents and relatives of Sister Marcelline
and share their grief. We here can
never forget all that Sister Miarcelline
has done for us. She was always our
special friend for whose many
kindnesses we will forever remember
her. The De Andrein in particular has
lost a devoted friend and an ardent
enthusiast.
Sister Marcelline, soon after taking
the habit of the Daughiters of Charity,
was stationed first at St. Patrick
School, Chicago, and later at Marillac
Seminary where she served as Secre-
tary to Sister Eugenia. Of her three
sisters, two are Daughters of Charity,
Sister Winifred, stationed at St. Vin-,
cent de Paul School, San Francisco,
and Sister Francis, stationed at Guar-
dian Angel Establishment, .St. Louis.
In her new home in heaven Sister
Marcelline intercedes for us before the
throne of God.
A Remarkable Confrere ?
When Death, in the form of a rup-
tured abscess on 'the kidney, came to
Kanchow, China, on' August the
twelfth, and carried off Father George
V. Erbe, there ended the career of a
most successful and remarkable Ameri-
can Vincentian.
Since his ordination at Kanchow in
1924, this humble priest labored in 'the
Ta-Ho-Li district of the Vicariate of
Kanchow. In the intervening period,
combining a burning zeal with an ad-
mirable tact, he succeeded in complete-
ly breaking down the barrier of hostil-
ity that formerly existed between pa-
gans and christians, and won over to
Christ more than six thousand souls.
These people always manifested a most
gratifying loyalty and devotion to
Father Erbe, and it was for this reason
that he frequently referred to them as
"my Irish Catholics".
If this amazing success of Father
Erbe is remarkable, so too are certain
events of his pre-missionary life, which
have become generally known only
since his death.
(Continued, on Page 4.)
PROVINCE NEWS
Appointments.
The inception of the 1934-1935 Scho-
lastic year brought many changes:and
appointments throughout the Province.
Fr. Flavin, C. M., succeeds Fr. W. Mc-
Carthy, C.oM., as superior at St. Vin-
cent's in St. Louis, where Fr. Overberg,
C. M., 'takes over the duties of pastor
of the church, assisted by Fr. Hug, C.
M. Fr. Rootes, C. M., has -been -named
pastor of St. Vincent's Church in Los
Angeles. Fr. James Cahill, C. M., who
returned this summer from Rome,
where he received his Doctorate in
Theology, is at present professor of
Fundamental Dogma and Moral at
Kenrick Seminary. The Rev. M. J.
O'Connell, C. M., Vice-President of De
Paul University, took over the deanship
of De Paul University Liberal Arts
and Science College, succeeding Fr.
Gaffney, C. M., who becomes Supervi-
sor of the University records. Fr. Fred
Martinez, C. M., the Assistant Dean of
Arts and Science, replaces Fr. O'Con-
nell, C. M., as director of Student ac-
tivities. Fr. C. O'Malley, C. M., former
Dean of St. Mary's of the Barrens,
_goes to De Paul as Professor of Phil-
osophy. From the Los Angeles Prep
comes Fr. P. Paour, C. M., to teach
French at De Paul. Fr. M. Burke,
C. M., also of the Los Angeles Prep-
aratory Seminary has been changed to
St. John's Prep in Kansas City. The
Los Angeles Prep has acquired a new
member for its faculty in the person of
Fr. Frank Murphy, C. M.
The Ordinands of last June have all
received their appointments. Fr. F.
Watterson, C. M., is assistant pastor at
Holy Trinity Church in Dallas; Fr. C.
LeFevre, C. M.:, professor of Mathe-
matics, Latin, and Biologyy at St.
Thomas' Seminary, Denver; Fr. J. Zim-
merman, C. Mf., assistant director of
Students, professor of Canon Law,
Liturgy, and Aescetical Theology at the
Barrens; Fr. Rebenack, C. M., profes-
sor of Religion, Greek, and English at
the Los Angeles Preparatory Seminary,
Fr. Guyot, professor of Sacred Scrip-
ture, Hebrew, and Greek at the St.
Louis Preparatory Seminary.
Vocational Technique.
Interest is focused upon the newly
organized Sacred Heart Students Cleri-
cal Club. This organization consists
of aspirants to either the, holy priest-
hood or brotherhood, who meet regu-
larly at De Paul University. At these
meetings, an opportunity is afforded
all the members to become acquainted
with the history and ends of the vari-
ous Orders of 'the Church :and to ac-
quire a knowledge of the necessary re-
quirements for admittance to a Novi-
tiace. The club has for its spiritual
director, Fr. Ed. J. Brannan, C. M., as-
sistant pastor of the St. Vincent's
Church in Chicago.
Good News.-
Word has been received that the con-
dition of Fr. John Wilson, C. M., has
improved considerably. Although still
a patient at St. Joseph's Hospital in
Chicago, Father Wilson is able to be
up and receive visitors daily.
(Continued on Page 4.)
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OUR NEW DIRECTORS
The most important of the faculty changes this
year was that which involved the Directorship of
Students. In the course of the summer it was an-
nounced that Father O'Malley had been appointed
to the Department of Philosophy at De Paul Uni-
versity, Chicago, and that Father Tolman would
succeed him as Director of Students. This left
the office of Assistant Director vacant until short-
ly before the students left camp when news of
Father Zimmermann's appointment was made
known.
Perhaps the best tribute that could be paid to
Father O'Malley is the fact that the Students
were very sorry to see him go. It was no secret
on the Scholasticate that the possibility of his re-
moval was a disagreeable topic. During the four
years of his term he had manifested many quali-
ties which those in his charge were not slow to
admire. No matter when he was consulted he
was always found to be patient, kind, and ever
calmly reasonable.
The unexpected news of Father Tolman's ap-
pointment was the cause of great satisfaction. To
many of the older Students his efficiency is well
known. To the others the ability he has shown
since assuming office has won for him their re-
spect and confidence. It is already quite evident
to the Student body.
In the selection of Father Zimmermann as As-
sistant Director the Students find much gratifica-
tion. There can be read in the appointment to so
important an office one who was so recently a Stu-
dent with them, a tribute to both Father Zimmer-
mann's ability and to, the merits of the group
whence he came. For a number of years before
his ordination last June the Students had been
accustomed to look up to Father Zimmermann for
his intellectual and executive ability as manifested
on so many occasions. In the discharge of his
duties since his appointment they see no reason to
change their opinion.
'" .. . AND MY DEAR BROTHERS"
The redoubtable wisdom of St. Vincent in
founding his Congregation destined to serve the
poor and train the clergy is particularly evidenced
in his establisment of the brothers co-adjutor.
This second division of the Congregation has ap-
parently fallen into desuetude in the Western Pro-
vince; but at present active steps are being taken
to revive and recruit its ranks.
To enumerate the advantages accruing from its
re-establishmest is scarcely necessary. A sterling,
cooperative brotherhood is an improvement which
will prove invaluable. Thus far in recruiting
we have expended considerable funds but financial
hampers forbid our going farther. Therefore, it is
the hope of the Community that candidates for
the brotherhood will be sent us as are those for
the priesthood. Personal contact with the candi-
date is ever more satisfactory, giving better as-
surance of a more worthy enrollment.
Several moves have already been made to pre-
pare suitable living quarters for the prospects.
A generous donation has enabled the authorities
to renovate the Chapel building which now pro-
vides ample and modernized living accommoda-
tions. Complete information regarding conditions
for entry and preliminary arrangements may be
had upon application. We trust that with your
cooperation this movement will be a huge suc-
cess.
STUDENT'S VACATION
Dear Father:
Sorry you couldn't make it for a stop-over with
us this summer. If the expression "the best ever"
weren't so worn I'd apply it to our last camping
trip. The word "clicked" comes very close to ex-
pressing what I mean.
The wise man says that recreation is a change
of occupation. When it comes to changing one's
occupation from that of a 14 by 12 white-walled
studio to a place like Camp St. Vincent that wise
man was absolutely correct. You should have
seen the canoes and boats in the water, the Stu-
dents preparing for hikes, the loungers, the hunt-
ers, and the sunburnt fishermen. It was a vaca-
tion truly enough.
Remember the crowded last week with the
field and water meets, the bunco party, awarding
the prizes, banquet, etc? Well, we had them.
The hunting season was poor. The dry weather
took all the pep out of the game. Squirrels were
bashful (or smart).
Back now from Camp, we are healthier, re-
freshed, and wiser. More than that we are
grateful. We are grateful to so many like your-
self for material help, moral support, and good
will. Also, we are grateful to our Directors, to
our Dean and his assistant, to the self-sacrificing
fellows in the kitchen, to the clerks of the "log
cabin," and to the truck drivers.
I better stop here or I am likely to go on thank-
ing all night.
Sincerely yours,--------------
ThreeOctober, 1934
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Dec. 4, 1901: Brother Joseph Cop-
perweight died of old age sometime
before four o'clock this morning.
Aug. 26, 1909: Students came over
for separation in the afternoon. Lem-
onade, cake and watermelon for lunch.
June 4, 1907: Sisters Raphael of
Emmitsburg and Eugenia of St. Louis
arrived at noon to examine the "old
Shelby home" to see what renovat-
ing must be done before the Sisters
make occupation.
June 2, 1909: Game of ball be-
tween Theologians and Philosophers.
Score 4 to 3 in favor of Theologians.
Mr. Moore pitcher for Theologians;
Mr. Brennan for Philosophers.
Aug. 4, 1917: Messrs. McNeil, Ward,
and Foley hauling stone for lower
barns with "Iron Bessie".
A Remarkable Confrere?
(Contined from Page 2)
George V. Erbe was, until the age of
twenty-three, a Lutheran. His conver-
sion to Catholicism was an outgrowth
of a conference with a priest to whom
he had angrily come to remonstrate
against a "tissue of lies" which, by
chance, he had heard the priest tell in
a sermon dealing with Luther. His
acquaintance with the Sons of St. Vin-
cent was made through a Miraculous
Medal and literature accompanying it,
sent to him by an unknown friend.
This acquaintance subsequently led
him to the Vincentian seminary at
Germantown, Pa. He was a young
student in Theology when the re-
quest of Pope Benedict XV for Chinese
missionaries came to Germantown. He,
together with many other Students,
immediately volunteered, and was one
of four selected. Remarkable, all these
things? Indeed, and more-Provi-
dential.
SAME OLD STORY
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SEMINARY BRIEFS
Play Ball.
The new school year began on Sep-
tember the thirteenth. That the pro-
fessorial staff remained practically un-
changed from last year was no little
cause of rejoicing among the Students.
New Students.
On September the twelfth and thir-
tieth Messrs. Newman Eberhardt and
Daniel Martinr, Tespectively, pronounced
their vows and took upon themselves
the responsibilities of Students.
Welcome!
Four Novices were received into the
Novitiate on September the eighth.
They were Messrs. Norbert Miller, of
Chicago; William Winkleman, of St.
Louis; James McOwen, of Los Ange-
les, and Owen Quigley, a fellow-coun-
tryman.
Bursting Out.
In order to adequately shelve the
volumes of our excellent library, more
commodious quarters are necessary.
To supply this need, Father McIntyre
will undertake to convert the Annex
into a roomy, first-class Library.
Chic-Chic.
It has become necessary to add
another hen house to those already
standing. The new one will be model-
led according to the latest in hen
houses, Mr. C. Canon, in charge, says.
No Excuse Now.
The classrooms in the old building
are brighter and more comfortable
than they have been in many years.
The walls have been repainted and
new lighting facilities installed.
Father Dundas.
On September the eighth Father Al-
bert Leo Dundas, C. M., pronounced
his holy Vows in the Students' Chapel.
Father Dundas was ordained in Denver,
June 1931, for the diocese of Montery-
Fresno. There he labored for a year
before entering the Novitiate at Perry-
ville. At present Father Dundas is
stationed at the Prep, St. Louis.
The Little Broadcast.
A "mike", an amplifying set, and
the Students broadcast a forty-five
minute "radio" program under the dir-
ection of Mr. G. Zoellner, C. M. There
were songs, saxophones, jokes, inter-
views and advertisements. It is hoped
that the first little broadcast will not
be the last.
The Way It's Done.
Messrs C. Corcoran, J. Graham
and T. Barrett returned on September
the third from Milwaukee, where they
attended the Curry Extension School
of Expression. They were drilled fof
a month in four distinct courses:
Fundamentals of Speech, Voice and
Diction, Bible Reading and Sermon.
Helping Hands.
During the summer it was the pleas-
ure of several Students to transfer
from Will Mayfield College, Marble
Hill, Mo., to the Apostolic school at
Cape Girardeau, Mo., furnishings and
classroom equipment. Later it was
their added pleasure to help put the
college in readiness for the reception
of the Boys back from their summer
vacation.
Must Be Good.
The Falso Bardoni choir,, directed
for occasion by Mr. R. Gieselman, C.
M., sang at the dedication ceremonies
of the reopening of St. Mary of the
Ozarks Hospital at Ironton, Mo., Sep-
tember the fifth. The Hospital is
conducted by the, Sisters of St. Mary.
Congratulations.
(Continued from Page 2.)
Fr. Wendelin Dunker, C. M., of Cath-
olic Mission, Yukiang, Kiangsi, China,
has been named associate editor of the
Vincentian Magazine.
Fr. Bayard, C. M., has been named
editor of "The Guild," official organ of
the St. Thomas Seminary Guild.
The "All Catholic" awards for the
1933-34 school year, presented to the
best Catholic School and College publi-
cations in the nation, were announced
last week. The "DePaulia", official
Student publication of De Paul Uni-
versity, was awarded an "All Catholic"
scroll.
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COMMENT
With this issue the DeAndrein be-
bins its fifth year. Since the first edi-
tion, this organ published monthly by
*the Stephen Vincent Ryan Unit of the
C. S. M. C., has not lost sight of the
aim set up for it by those who gave it
life. That aim is to establish ever
firmer the bond of friendship between
the Alumni and the Students of St.
Marys' of the Barrens.
The new Staff congratulates last
years' editor and his assistants on their
work toward this end. Due to their
accomplishments the task of launching
out on another year is considerably
less difficult than ever before.
The De Andrein is grateful for the
interest shown in its work by many
confreres and Sister of Charity. Al-
so, it is grateful to them for their sub-
scriptions by means of which the publi-
cation is made possible.
Inexperienced in the work before it,
this year's staff will undoubtedly fall
into many errors. It will therefore ap-
preciate any criticism its readers are
kind enough to render.
'ci
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THE VISIT OF FATHER SOUVAY
E HAVE OFTEN imagined how wonderful it would
be to see St. Vincent visiting the houses of his con-
gregation of the present day. We used to think
it a day-dream; possibly some still do. But St.
Mary's Seminary has seen not only its possibility, but even
its realization. It is true; our Sainted Founder was not here
in person; but all that makes St. Vincent what he is-his
spirit, maxims, wisdom, prudence, untiring zeal, and gener-
osity-all these, personified in our most honored Father,
Father Souvay, make us feel our dream is realized-St. Vin-
cent has visited us!
As the tower bell announced
General of the. Congregation of
munity assembled to greet as a
honored guest. At dinner, that z
officially, publicly, and most core
Visitor, Father Flavin. In the
of welcome were extended by
Faculty and the Students, inter
well rendered musical selections
lightly over these to come to
(Continued on
the arrival of the Superior
the Mission the whole com-
body and individually our
oelcome was again extended;
dially by our very Reverend
evening, eloquent addresses
the representatives of the
spersed by well chosen and
With reluctance, we pass
the crowning event of the
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"Come to Me, Ye Blessed of My Father. ...
During the past month it has pleased God to call from this world two members of Saint
Vincent's Double Family.
Rev. Martin J. O'Brien, C. M. Sister Genevieve Ewers.
AVING successfully acquitted himself as professor [, HIS Daughter of Charity, comparatively young in
and finance manager in divers Vincentian insti- the religious life, spent six years here in Perryville,
tutions during the thirty-four years of his priest- teaching in both the grade and high school de-
ly life, Father O'Brien was for the past six years partments. It was her first mission.
procurator at our house in Chicago. * -
Of a gentle, retiring disposition, he was a capable, unas-
suming man, a zealous, generous priest whom a host of
friends trusted and revered.
Martin J. O'Brien was born at Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1874.
AROUND THE HOUSES
De Paul.
Father T. Powers is systematizing the course in
religion in all departments of the University.
The great success of the recent Convention of
the Collegiate Press Associations, to which De
Paul was host, was due largely to the efforts of
Father F. Martinez.
Father C. O'Malley, former Director of Students
at Perryville, besides teaching Philosophy. at De
Paul, conducts a course in Apologetics at the
Mother House of the Sisters of Christian Charity
in Willemette.
St. Louis-The Prep.
Father Theriac has suceeded Father Rootes as
Assistant Superior at the Little Seminary. Father
Dundas is Spiritiual Director there.
Marillac.
On October 20 ceremonies commemorating the
canonization of St. Louise de Marillac were held
at the Mother House of the Daughters of Charity
in St. Louis, Bishop Winkelman celebrated
solemn pontificial Mass and in the afternoon the
Very Reverend Charles L. Souvay, Superior Gen-
eral of the Priests of the Mission and of the
Daughters of Charity, gave solemn benediction.
Perryville.
The spiritual retreat for the Sister Servants of
the Daughters of Charity which ended on October
twentieth was given by Father Brennan, Superior
at the Barrens.
Changes.
Father Marshall LeSage goes from Kansas
City to Dallas while Father Gaughan leaves Dal-
las for Kansas City.
Smllpte, lumle, Ca tireless worKcer, NZtSLT iLenevUteve pursueC,
eagerly the hidden, self-sacrificing way of life hallowed by
Louise de Marillac and Catherine Laboure.
A native of Keokuk. Iowa, she entered the Novtiate at
Marillac Seminary in the autumn of 1927.
FOREIGN MISSION NEWS
The dispensary at Yukiang is growing daily.
It gained not a little publicity from a successful
amputation performed by the Chinese doctor.
Malaria and fevers of various natures are tended
there, and a few cases of leprosy seek treatment
also. The patients number three and four hun-
dred a day.
Father W. Dunker is now initiated in Chinese
sermon work. Having delivered his first sermon,
he was doubtful as to how much had been under-
stood. His misgivings were relieved by his boy,
who assured him that he missed very little of it.
Fathers Smith and S. Dunker have charge of
the small schools of Yukiang and Fuchow re-
spectively. About a hundred pupils are attending
the prayer school at Hokow. There is also a small
school there.
A chapel dedicated to St. Louise de Marillac is
being built at Jen-tse-tang, in the Vicariate of
Tientsin, on the spot where ten Sisters of Charity
were put to death by a mob in 1870. The nuns'
cause for Beatification has been introduced.
The house at Hokow is in the process of consi-
derable improvement. With a dozen each of car-
penters, masons, and painters, the completion
seems very near. The orphans are kept busy
washing the paint spots from the fathers' cas-
socks.
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OUR NEW LIBRARY
"There are two things in a college which are of the highest
importance: first of all the chapel for duties to God, and
then the library for duties to study."-Pius XI.
During late years our library space at The Bar-
rens has steadily become inadequate. As the fact
became more painfully'evident our desire to take
over and utilize some of the space of the old boys'
building has grown. This year the closing of a
small but well-equipped college in this section en-
abled us to acquire a set of modern library furni-
ture, and, with that, our dream of a room fit for
the "duties to study" revived.
The floor plan shown below-the east end of the
second floor of the former boys' building-was
first drawn up, then an estimate was made of the
expenses the project involved. Armed with these
Father McIntyre approached our superiors and
many of the confreres, and met with general ap-
proval and financial aid. Already the work is be-
gun. Funds sufficient for a new floor and new
plastering have been donated.
Led by the approbation and the generous finan-
cial gifts of our Superior General the list of our
New Library Patrons grows. We appeal to all the
friends of St. Mary's of the Barrens for the furth-
er aid we need. Any gift is wholly acceptable and
will be gratefully acknowledged. Will you help
us install a light, or buy a piece of linoleum, or
contribute to some equipment? We hope to have
the New Library by February. With your help
this important undertaking will succeed. Please
address your letters to Rev. J. E. McIntyre, or, to
The De Andrein.
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THE BARRENS' WELCOME TO OUR MOST
HONORED FATHER
CARMEN SALUTATIONIS
Messis in agros popularis olim
Quo ita per annos bene laborasti
Cordibuo plenis caritatis verae
Te Salutamus.
Occidente tu diu operatus,
Fide scripturis operam dedisti;
Facta clara jam reditum nitentem
Illuminabunt.
Omnibus carus venis expectatus
Atque gaudemus nobis te habere
Utinam hic tu maneas nobiscum
Jugiter valde.
Prospice plantas vitibus maturas
Quas tu Doctrina aluisti sacra.
En sacerdotes, aliquando alumni,
Accipiunt te.
Dux delegatus exiguae catervae,
Sancti vacatus gloria coronans
Congruens merces humilis metantis
Vinea Christi.
Digne successor patris gloriosi,
Te benedicat Deus et preservet;
Spiritus Sanctus tibi sit benignus
Omnnbus ausis.
Reception
"Chanson Russe"
Seminary Orchestra
Smith
Holst
Puerner
STUDENTS' WELCOME
Rev. Mr. J. M. Mullarkey, C. M.
PIANO DUET: "Damonem Tanz"
Messrs. T. J. Barre:t, C. M.; R. W. Gieselman, C. M.
FACULTY WELCOME:
Rev. G. C. Tolman, C. M., S. T. D.
CHORUS: "0 Mary Conceived without Sin"
Falso-Bordoni
RESPONSE: Very Reverend Superior General,
Charles L. Souvay, C. M., S. T. D., Ph. D., S. S. D.
SELECTION: "Peti'e Amie"
Seminary Orches:ra
Our Most Honored Father
The Very Reverend
and
Well Beloved
Chares Leon Souvay,C.M., &T.D., Ph.D., S.S.D.
Superior General
of the
Congregation of he Mission
On the occasion of
his visit
to the
Seminary of St. Mary's of the Barrens
This humble token of
Filial Love an~ Loyalty
Is Cordially Tendered
by the
Priests, Students and Novices
October 22, 1934
Perryville, Missouri.
i
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EDITORIAL
Sermon classes are efficiently organized at the
Barrens. The Theologians, divided into three
groups, are under the tutelage of Father Brennan.
The Philosophers, likewise divided, are under the
supervision of Messrs. T. Barrett and J. Graham.
Classes on the Novitiate are conducted by Mr. C.
Corcoran.
Before it is delivered the sermon must be sub-
mitted, together with an outline, to the instructor
whose duty it is to indicate necessary corrections
or revisions.
Each class convenes once weekly and hears four
of its members deliver ten-minute sermons. All are
invited to share in the criticism which follows.
In coordination with the sermon classes, daily
sessions in voice culture are conducted. Attend-
ance at these sessions is voluntary.
A set-up such as this is a big thing in the lives
of future evangelizers.
ORDINATIONS
The day looked forward to with so much holy
impatience came on the seventh of October, the
feast of the Most Holy Rosary, when fifteen Sub-
deacons of St. Mary's Seminary, together with
twenty-eight Kenrick Students, received the holy
order of Diaconate from the hands of the Most
Rev. Christian Winkleman, Auxiliary Bishop of
St. Louis. Those receiving Diaconate were: Rev.
Messrs. Thompson, Miget, Moynihan, Mullarkey,
Durbin, Corcoran, Lynn, Vandenberg, Yallaly,
Mullen, Kenneally, Whooley, LeFevre, Smith, and
Roche, C. M.
The colorful ordination ceremonies began with
the procession of the ordinandi, followed by Bis-
hop Winkleman and his assistants, Fathers Barr
and Foley, midst the excellent singing of the
"Ecce Sacerdos" by the Kenrick Student Choir.
The Ordination Mass began at seven o'clock and at
eight thiry o'clock the young men had been raised
a step higher towards the Holy Priesthood.
The newly ordained take this occasion to ex-
press their sincere appreciation to the faculty
members of the Petite Seminaire, who so hospita-
bly entertained them during their brief stay in
St. Louis. Likewise, the Reverend Gentlemen
thank the Kenrick authorities and Students for
their kindness to them.
WORLD NEWS
An Irreparable Loss.
Father Blessing, C. M., has passed to his re-
ward. With feelings of deep regret and a sense of
irreparable loss, his confreres viewed his going.
Difficult it will be to find someone to fill his va-
cated position. He was born at Revenstein in the
diocese of Rottenburg on May 11, 1868. Ordained
in the Congregation he skillfully undertook the
charges of professor and rector of the seminary
in Limon. Later he was appointed Vicar Apostolic
of this same city. Finally he was made Titular
Bishop of Tegea. Most deserving of our praise
and admiration, however, is the burning zeal he
displayed during his missions to the Indians of
Talamanca. This inspiring motto was his, "Lo
difficil, pare mi. The difficult for me."
The Daughters of Charity in Japan.
It is scarcely more than a year since the first
arrival of the Daughters in Japan, and already
their works of mercy are incalculable. Father
Bec of the Foreign Missions of Paris thus relates
their accomplishments: "Every day they may be
found in the most needy and lowliest district of
the city, distributing food and clothing. At the
beginning of this year they gave out three hun-
dred suits and a like number of rations. They
have made all necessary preparations for the gra-
tuitous dispensary. As always the sisters work
joyfully and with an admirable spirit."
Still Captive.
Father Anselmo, who was taken by the ban-
dits some time ago, is still held despite all attempts
to free him. It has been ascertained that he is
hidden in the mountains of Fengsin. The exact
place of his captivity, however, is unknown. A
short time ago the bandits, through an emissary,
demanded a thousand dollars of Father Reymers
ias the price of his ransom. Father Anselmo's
health is failing, therefore it is hoped that the
day of his delivery be not far distant.
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Oct. 2, 1895: The Students are all jubilant to
know that Father John Nichols will take up his
classes tomorrow.
Mar. 19, 1896: Messrs. J. McCaughey, C. Alton,
B. O'Connor, and John Green make their holy
Vows.
Jan. 17, 1897: Students took a walk to Silver
Lake to see a fire in the woods.
Aug. 17, 1901: Big celebration among Students.
All in honor of M. J. O'B.
Oct. 30, 1901. The Students walked to the river
today. We arrived home at 7:15 P. M. Our be-
loved director, Father Levan, accompanied us all
the way.
Jan. 1, 1904: The New Year was ushered in last
night at 12 o'clock by the village orchestra to the
tune of "Pop Goes the Weasel." A grand sere-
nade was given through the corridors of the Stu-
dent's house and each of our confreres was visited.
SEMINARY BRIEFS
New Deal.
At the first meeting of the scholastic year the
Mission Society chose as its officers for the ensu-
ing term Mr. Leo Fox to succeed himself as Presi-
dent, Mr. Thomas Mahoney to succeed Mr. Dennis
Flynn as Vice-President, and Mr. Dart Fassbender
to succeed Mr. Harold Beutler as Secretary.
Congratulations.
The De Andrein congratulates Caretaker Mr.
Vincent Walsh and his assistants on the excellent
playing condition of the Student's golf course.
Most Popular.
It is noted by the Assistant Librarian, Mr. Wil-
liam Powers, that since the commencement of the
school year more books have been drawn from the
English Literature section of our Library than
from any other section. Next, reference works on
Dogma were most in demand followed closely by
works in Church history.
BON VOYAGE
The feast of Blessed John Gabriel Perboyre in-
evitably turns our attention to the foreign mis-
sions. The ranks of the Little Company have been
enriched in a very special way by the heroic and
sacrificing lives of our Missionaries. There are
Blessed John Gabriel and Blessed Francis Regis
Clet in China; Blessed Ghebre Michael in Abysin-
nia; Blessed Magdalen Fontaine and her com-
panions in Arras; and here in America we have
the precious remains of Felix De Andreis, whom
we hope some day to see honored among God's
saints. To this incomplete list we can add the
~ ) ~ ~Sc~ERTE~
bid farewell, now not to their Superior, but to their Father.
As he sped off on his way to visit the Apostolic School,
how many a fervent prayer was whispered for his health,
havpine s and continued administration AD MULTOS
ANNOS!
countless Priests and Sisters whose names adorn
the records of the uncanonized saints-Priests
and Sisters who have quietly and cheerfully given
even life itself to spread God's kingdom on earth.
Great must be the happiness of St. Vincent and
St. Louise in heaven above to see their sons and
daughters joyfully sacrificing all that the world
holds dear to bring the word of life to the utmost
corners of the world.
In the early part of the last month our confrere,
Father Altenberg, set sail for the Orient to re-
sume his work among the Chinese. His visit with
us was an inspiration. His very attitude breathed
his wholehearted love for his work in China. This
same spirit is clearly manifested in our corre-
spondence with the Priests and Sisters laboring in
the foreign fields. They are cheerfully serving
God in the sweat of their brow, willing, and only
too happy to shed even their life-blood for His
sake.
The spirit of our. martyred confreres and sis-
ters, the primitive spirit of St. Vincent and St.
Louise is truly alive today. It lives on, preserved
and enriched by the lives of these worthy sons
and dauchters. May the examle of their lives
and sacrifice find a counterpart in ours!
Christmas Cards
The De Andrein in offering to its
readers an exquisite, brand new
selection of Christmas cards, artis-
tic in design, religious in theme.
Price 50c. (elsewhere $1.00).
Kindly mail orders promptly, as
supply is limited.
VISIT OF FATHER SOUVAY
(Continued from Page 1)
.evening, Father Souvay's own address.
Were space sufficient, we would quote the whole address-
that alone would do justice to it. But limited as we are, we
confine ourselves to what to us were the two most nm-
porlant aspects. The first is Father Souvay's statement that
now that he could not die and be buried here, "it makesi
little difference where this body is buried, my heart will ever
bec at Old St. Mary's." The second is what he gave as his
reason for this visitation, that the provinces might be united
more closely, more intimately, and with sircnger bonds of
affection and devotion to the central house-in a word, that
the Maison Mere might be in the truest sense of the word,
the Mother House.
The following morning, Father Souvay celebrated Solemn
Mass in the Church of the Assumption. Immediately after
the Mass, our Most Honored Father briefly addressed the
assembled school children. After an elaborate banquet, com-
munity business consumed the remainder of the time until
about four o'clock. Then the community again assemb'ed to
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T is with a sense of personal sorrow and loss
that the De Andrein records the death in
Saint Louis on November 28 of Father Peter
Paul Finney. The deceased was one of
four brothers illustrious in the Community, a former
professor at the Barrens, a model priest, and a bril-
liant educator. One of the Western Province's bright-
est lights went out with his passing.
Born in New Orleans on June 30, 1875, of saintly
Irish parents-Patrick A. Finney and 'Bridget O'Neill
-Peter Paul Finney early evinced an inclination to
the life of Christ's chosen ones. After a grade and
high-school education, acquired in his native city
from the Daughters of Charity and the Christian
Brothers, he came to Perryville in 1892 to commence
the studies leading to the priesthood. Eight years
later, on December 8, 1900, he was ordained to that
sacred office at the Kenrick Seminary Chapel, Saint
Louis.
Father Finney's first mission was to a professorial
chair at De Paul University Chicago-a congenial as-
signment, for the young priest was by nature a scholar.
Thus dates his great work in the field of education.
Devoting himself with characteristic whole-hearted-
ness to the task in hand, he became thoroughly con-
versant and an authority on any subject he ever
taught. Besides spiritual duties, which always held
first place in his life, study and the pursuit of learning
was his only interest. The man's intellectual appetite
was omniverous and insatiable. Theology, Scripture,
Philosophy, Chemistry, Biology, Calculus, Trigonome-
try, Latin, Greek, English, Spanish-he taught all with
the ease of a master. He was well informed on Tech-
nocracy and other recent economic ebullitions. The
favorite object of his latest research was Philosophy
and the Modern Theories. Among other things he
discovered and showed that the roots of Modernism
lay in the pernicious doctrines of Kant.
For sixteen years Father Finney lived under the
imminent perils of a blood clot and a weak heart.
Nevertheless, he cheerfully and tirelessly led the
Community life. Until the end, he taught several
classes daily and attended all spiritual exercises.
On November twelfth he was stricken for the last
time. The blood clot was fas't appraching the brain.
It was soon to reap its fatal harvest.
Of the pious family from which Father Peter Fin-
ney came five members survive-the three przests,
Fathers Thomas, Patrick and Joseph; Sister Margaret
of the Daughters of Charity; Miss Mary and Mr.
John of New Orleans.
As we review in restrospect the life of Father Peter
Paul Finney, we marvel not less at the kindly and
charmingly unassuming manner of the priest than at
the astonishing intellectual greatness of the scholar.
Indeed, a very bright light of the Western Province
has been taken away. It is our prayer and hope that
that light which is the soul of Father Finney
now radiates an ever more effulgent splendor in that
celestial kindom where "those who instruct many unto
jutice shine as stars for all eternity."
]
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PROVINCE NEWS
Retreat Masters.
Father Flavin conducted the annual retreat for
the Students of Kenrick Seminary, St. Louis, and
Father Leo Foley that for the boys of the Apos-
tolic School at Cape Girardeau.
Denver.
The Immaculate Conception Novena at St.
Francis de Sales Church was preached by Father
Joseph Lilly. Father Lilly has recently been ap-
pointed Chaplain at the Mullen Home for Boys.
St. Louis.
A new church and parish has been opened un-
der the patronage of St. Louise de Marillac.
The Prep.
At the Prep in St. Louis Father McIntyre is
temporarily occupying the chair of Philisophy left
vacant by the passing of Father Peter Finney.
Washington.
The House of Study project is still alive and
thriving.
FATHER THOMPSON
On December twenty-second, the Rev. Mr.
James N. Thompson will be ordained to the holy
priesthood in Kenrick Chapel, Saint Louis, by His
Excellency, the Most Reverend Christian Winkel-
mann, Auxiliary Bishop of St. Louis. The young
priest will celebrate his first Solemn Mass on
Christmas morning at Saint Stephen's Church,
Flora, Illinois.
Father Thompson was born at Flora, in the
year 1907. He attended St. Stephen's Grammar
School, which was conducted by the Sisters of the
Most Precious Blood. Graduating from grammar
school he began his preparation for the priesthood
at St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau.
It need scarcely be said that in giving up
Father Thompson the Scholasticate bids farewell
to one whom it will sorely miss. The memory of
his never failing willingness to lend an efficient
hand to anything connected with the interests of
St. Mary's will linger on long after he himself is
gone away.
Everyone at the Barrens joins in congratulat-
ing Father Thompson on his ordination and in
wishing him many fruitful years in God's own
work!
FOREIGN MISSION NEWS
After the trouble over the school question of
Kweiki was settled. Father Bereswill was granted
a little vacation. He went to Shanghai and there
became the victim of a sunstroke. He was con-
fined to the hospital for two weeks, receiving
nothing but liquid foods. Even after he was al-
lowed to get out of bed he had to return every
day for twelve days to receive treatments. The
final treatment being received he journeyed on to
Pekin to complete his leave. Here he received
word calling him to Jaochow where he is now giv-
ing missions. He says that he enjoys working
here more than any place in which he has been
stationed.
The new Apostolic Delegate, Monsignor Zanin,
is trying to visit all the vicariates in China. He
was in Kiukang where he was received by Fathers
Misner and Sagader. He is expected to visit next
the Vicariate of Kiangsi, which is only a day's
journey from Kiukang.
Frs. Theunissen and S. Dunker, in accord with
the desire of the Director of the Hospital of
Kiangsi, visited the Red prisoners, who were cap-
tured in the recent skirmishes and carried, wound-
ed, to the hospital. The first visit produced most
successful results, the Reds manifesting the de-
sire that the visits be made more frequently. At
the request of the Inspector, a religious confer-
ence will be given them each week.
PATRON OF CHARITY
This feast day of St. Vincent is of comparative-
ly recent origin. Not only the Double Family, but
the entire Catholic world rejoiced when Pope Leo
XIII solemly declared and constituted Vincent de
Paul as patron of all the socities for charity in
the entire domain of Catholicity. One of the first
acts of the saintly Pius X was to appoint a day in
the Roman Calendar, whereon this feast could be
celebrated.
During these times of stress and financial diffi-
culty, the many organizations for charitable work
are struggling against almost insuperable odds to
carry on the work of bringing necessary aid to the
poor and unfortunate. At this particular season,
when their assistance is needed the most, they of-
ten find their funds very low and the outlook dark.
It is on Vincent's (patronal) feastday that they
are reminded of the fact that he will not forget
them-he as their Patron will intercede before
the Throne of the Almighty in order that by Di-
vine assistance the work of charity, so necessary
and vital in the present day, may be allowed to
go on.
Those of the Congregation of the Mission and
the Daughters of Charity take the occasion of
this Feast to beg their Holy Founder and Father,
as well as Patron, to assist them in the manifold
work with which they are charged and to help
them to carry them to a successful completion
during the year to come.
On this day of the Patronage of St. Vincent, So-
lemn Mass was celebrated in the Seminary Church
of the Assumption.
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EDITORIAL
No one has ever described "Christmas spirit"
as it exists at the Barrens. No one ever will.
Many attempts have been made in this direction
but none has hit the mark. Witness the follow-
ing.
Christmas spirit at Saint Mary's Seminary is
the cooperation of each and everyone in his fel-
low's happiness and cheer. It is the spirit of un-
selfishness.
The Christmas season here breathes an atmos-
phere of joy which is founded in the traditions of
a hallowed past and kept alive by an ever-increas-
ing desire to commemorate and to perpetuate
those traditions. Beyond this our Christmas
spirit is an intangible but none the less real thing.
Perhaps that is why they call it spirit.
FOUNDER OF THE BARRENS
In life it was the people who called Felix de An-
dreis a saint. But in his death it was God Himself
who thus called His faithful servant with the
eloquent voice of miracles. Fr. Felix de Andreis,
C. M., Founder of the Barrens, (the first house of
the Congregation of the Missions in America),
Vicar General of the diocese of New Orleans,
and superior of the missionaries indeed deserves
the title of a Saint.
When still a young priest in Rome, Fr. An-
dreis volunteered for the Foreign Missions in
China, but much to his disappointment he was
not chosen. But God, after sending this trial to
prove the fidelity of His humble subject, had
other plans in store for this zealous, missionary-
minded youth. He had chosen him for another,
newer missionary field-America! Mon. Dubourg,
Bishop of New Orleans, had come to Rome to
plead for missionaries to melt the icy, spiritual
coldness of the American people, and much to the
surprise of all this sickly, youthful priest, Felix
de Andreis, was chosen to accompany him back
to his new field of promise.
Fr. Andreis was received into the open arms
of America in the year 1816. He began his gigan-
tic apostolic labors in the city of St. Louis, where
he toiled, courageously, and cheerfully in the face
of every obstacle, every failure, criticism and even
scorn from the cold hearted, prejudiced people.
His almost fruitless sermons, his long hours
spent in an empty confessional, his visits to the
sick, his long prayers in the dead of night, finally
conquered the adamantine hearts of the most bit-
ter, and he converted, in large numbers, Indians,
heretics, fallen-away Catholics, and even some of
the puritanical protestants.
This saintly priest slaved in Christ's vinyard
unstintingly, in the new country, for four years,
until finally his feeble health could hold out no
longer against such outrageous wear and tear upon
a weak, emaciated, labor-ridden body. Four years!
but four years of such fruitful, apostolic labor
that the tiny mustard seed of faith which he
planted has gown up into a massive, deeply-rooted
tree, against which the storms of time beat sa-
vagely, but to no avail.
At the age of forty-two the horizons of eternity
lit up for him, and he saw himself free from the
bonds of this mortal coil. Silently his beautiful
soul winged its way to his heavenly Father.
May the Sons of St. Vincent of St. Marys of the
Barrens ever follow in the footsteps of such a
noble, courageous founder of the faith of Jesus
Christ in the new world.
SAINT LOUISE
With the recent canonization of the co-
worker of St. Vincent undoubtedly there has
arisen in the hearts of many the desire for a
picture, statue, or medal of St. Louise di
Marillac.
We have learned that Maurice Vaury, a
celebrated statuary and compatriot of St.
Louise, has depicted her most vividly in a
bas-relief finished in patina. A marvelous
interpretation of the life .of the saintly
woman is expressed in the way he traced the
lines of her countenance to proclaim the ex-
traordinary virtues which filled her soul.
The bas-reliefs, are on sale at the studio of
Maurice Vaury on Sellette Street, Clermont-
Ferrand, France for five dollars and forty-
four cents each.
- --
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Dec. 8, 1896: Mr. Peter P. Finney made his
Vows.
April 20, 1904: Wednesday recreation post-
poned on account of bad weather. Frs. Feely and
Thomas Finney started a chicken coop about the
middle of the orchard. They intend to supply the
place with eggs.
Dec. 28, 1916: The Minstrel Show took place
at 4:00. Public opinion is divided as to its merits
relative to last year's show. This much, however,
is certain; the Sisters enjoyed it immensely.
Jan. 14, 1917: Repose (by mistake). Mr. Thorp
appointed to sweep corridors and dormitory of
third floor of Boy's House.
OTHER CHRISTMASSES
IN THE DOUBLE FAMILY
On Christmas day, 1641, Saint Vincent, zealous
imitator of His Master in every detail, introduced
the custom of admitting each day two poor Dor-
sons to the common table of the missionaries. This
pious practice has been preserved ever since at
the mother-house of Saint Lazare.
In 1804, Pope Pius VII held as a virtual pri-
soner in France by Napoleon, found solace from
his anxiety for the distressing condition of the
Church, before his Sacramental Lord in one of the
Parisian houses of the Daughters of Charity. On
Christmas, Father Brunet, Vicar-General of the
Congregation of the Mission, met him at the door
of the chapel and escorted him to the altar where-
on the Blessed Sacrament was exposed. As all of
the daughters kissed the feet of Christ's Vicar,
the sainty Pope expressed with deep emotion his
regard for the family of Saint Vincent and gave
it his apostolic benediction.
On Christmas of 1858 the hand of the Mexican
president, Benito Juarez, an excellent model for
Calles, struck the Little Company. Troops in-
vaded their preparatory seminary at Patzcuaro
and their major seminary of Morelia and turned
fathers and students out into the darkness and
the cold. When the wearied missionaries arrived
at Zinapuercaro with the little money and belong-
ings they had been able to snatch up, the local po,
lice took these small gleanings and sent them on
their way. Some impoverished Indians took pity
on them, shared their pittance with them, and
sheltered them until they were able to resume
their flight.
C. S. M. C.
The entire Student body composes the Stephen
Vincent Ryan Unit of the Catholic Student's Mis-
sion Crusade. The advantages of the Unit to con-
freres in laboring in China are both spiritual and
temporal. The spiritual is cared for by prayers
which are offered for the success of the mission
works, the temporal by means of individual finan-
cial donations made to the missionaries at accus-
tomed times.
The Unit, through the Clet Correspondence
Guild, assures a steady supply of letters from
Students to the confreres in China.
Foreign Mission Society
Another mission activity of the Students dis-
tinct from the C. S. M. C. is the Vincentian For-
eign Mission Society. Its aim is to collect money
and to obtain prayers for our own missionaries in
China. This is realized by the responses to appeals
sent to persons and to schools throughout the
country.
The funds collected by this Society in 1934 were
expended as follows:
Subscriptions to magazin
Ransom of babies, etc--_
Clothes, books, articles--
Expenses ------
es--- $ 93.23
______ . .. 475.00
-- - 93.16
-- -- -- 58.00
Welcome.
Christmas Week at the Barrens will be tradi-
tionally observed. There will be the plays, the
Minstrel, Amateur Night and the Banquet. The
confreres are welcome to join us during the holi-
days.
Acknowledgment.
One of the happinesses of the Christmas season
is the greetings received. To the Scholasticate
come every year at this time cards and lines from
confreres and friends outside. For these kind re-
membrances the Students express their sincere
thanks.
Coming.
In its next issue the DeAndrein will publish a
brief sketch of the life of Father P. V. Byrne.
The Staff welcomes suggestions as to the deceased
confreres whose lives shall appear in succeeding
issues.
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To Bishop-Elect Paul B. Misner, Congratulations!
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O us who mon'thly record the happenings in
the Little Company, that sententious declara-
tion to experience rings out: "Life is a mix-
ture of the good and the bad, a bit of the
sorrowful, a bit of the glad." Frequently, we must
recount in these pages tales of sorrow and loss-ac-
counts of persecutions and deaths. However, too, and
not rarely, come tidings of joy and gladness-things in
which we rejoice and take pleasure. Of this latter
kind is the latest news from China, the elevation to
the Episcopacy of Father Paul B. Misner.
When we begin to consider the life in China of
Bishop-Elect Misner, we immediately recall also that
of his immediate predecessor in the Vicariate of
Yukiang, the successful and much-loved Bishop Shee-
han. Twelve years ago this month, those two men
formed two-thirds of the first Mission band leaving
the Western Province for Chinese fields. After a
short time in the Orient they were the entire band,
for the third priest, Father Lavelle was forced by ill
health to return to the United States. Side by side
they worked, establishing a permanent community
station, welcoming and encouraging the new mission-
aries who came in annual contingents. Untiringly
they labored and bountifully they reaped in the har-
vest of Chinese souls. Six years passed. Then the aging
Bishop Cterc-Renaud retired. At his recommendation
the Holy See appointed as successor, Father Sheehan,
one of the inseparable two. Still they continued inti-
mate, Fr. Misner remaining "the right hand" of the
new Bishop in every undertaking. Four years later on
a hot September day, the young Bishop Sheehan,
pneumonia-stricken, lay in a Chinese hospital, dying.
At his side, as he breathed his last, comforting, con-
soling, administering to him the last Rites of Mother
Church, stood Father Paul Misner, his daily associate
and companion of a decade.
And now almost a year and a half later comes
news that Fr. Misner is to take up where Bishop
Sheehan left of. Is it unreasonable to expect a reign
glorious and fruitful even as was that of Bishop Shee-
han? To us this is high tribute to the ability of
Bishop-Elect Misner. Yet deliberately and without
hesitation, we render it. In our opinion, comparison
of such great men, one to the other, is alike compli-
mentary to both.
The newly-appointed Bishop was born in Peoria,
Illinois. He is in the forty-fourth year of his age, and
the sixteenth of his priesthood. It is unfortunate
that his mother did not live to see the day of her
son's elevation. She died only last July.
To Bishop-elect Misner we offer congratulations and
a sincere "Ad Multos Annos." Of him we shall often
think; for him we shall frequently pray. May his
episcoval administration in that far-away land of
his choice be as successful as has thus far been his
sacerdotal ministry!
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AROUND THE HOUSES
St. Louis
At the Christmas Mass celebrated by His Ex-
cellency Archbishop Glennon in St. Louis Cathe-
dral, Father Barr delivered the sermon.
St. Louis-The Prep
Due to the illness of Father Sheldon, Mr. J.
Mullarkey, a deacon, has taken his place on the fa-
culty until the end of the school year.
New Orleans
While Father Stack is in Kansas City conva-
lescing after a recent operation for appendicitis
Father Kerneghan is taking his place at St. Jo-
seph's parish.
New Orleans
The retreat given at De Paul Sanitarium lately
was conducted by Father Donovan.
Chicago
We have learned that Father Thompson has
been appointed to labor in St. Vincent's parish.
Something New!
The first program ever given over the radio by
a "percussion" band made up of deaf musicians
was directed not long ago over WCEA by a
Daughter of Charity, Sister Teresa Vincent, of De
Paul institute for the Deaf, in Pittsburg.
Los Angeles
General Plutarco Elias Calles, former president
of Mexico, was a patient at St. Vincent's Hospital
which is conducted by the Daughters of Charity,
some few days ago.
Father Coupal delivered the sermon at Father
Thompson's first Solemn Mass which was cele-
brated on Christmas morning.
MISSION TOUR
The periodic appearances of Father Coupal at
the Barrens lead to innumerable questions being
put to him by the Students regarding missionary
work in the Western Province. He has become,
through his labors on the missions and his wil-
lingness to answer our questions relative to his
work, the connecting link between St. Mary's and
missionary development in the Congregation of
the Mission.
Next summer Father Coupal, together with
Father Fallon will set out on an evangelizing tour
of eight weeks. Plans for this enterprise are
under way. They include the procuring of a
truck in which the tour is to be made, a "trailer,"
the printing of pamphlets, catechisms, and many
other incidentals proper to a work of this nature.
The missionaries will endeavor to touch those
towns and cities in which "follow up" work of
their pastors is possible and promised.
Though in this work Father Fallon has had
some experience Father Coupal has never engaged
in it. But it is a work of the Mission-very near
to the "beginner's" heart-and that we are cer-
tain that, flavored with his characeteristic zeal
and earnestness, it will succeed.
The prayers of the Students will go with the
missionaries on their tour of salvation.
FOREIGN MISSIONS
Sowing the Seed
Father Moore has taken charge of the parish
of Poyang Hsien in the absence of the regular
pastor, Father Verdini. He is assisted by Father
Bereswill. One of the many things Father
Moore is engaged in now is the preparation of the
orphans for their First Holy Communion. Some
of these tots would restrict Our Dear Lord's
death to themselves with such statements as this,
"Everyone knows that Jesus died only for the
orphans." As we gather from this advice others
would bribe God, "If you give God lots of dollars,
he won't send you to hell." Still others declaim
on the position angels should occupy in the aero-
nautic world; one little chubby fellow wishing to
wager that an angel could fly faster than an air-
plane. So it is easly seen that Father Moore is
kept busy nipping these embryonic heresies.
Miraculous Medal Triduum
A triduum in honor of Our Lady of the Miracu-
lous Medal was held at Jaochow. It consisted of
Mass and a sermon each morning of the three
days preceding the feast, and a solemn Mass and a
sermon on the feast. The first sermon, on the
apparitions and the feast was delivered by
Father Hou. Father Moore preached the second
day on Blessed Catherine Laboure. On the vigil
Father Bereswill gave a discourse on Our Holy
Mother Mary. This was the first time such a cele-
bration has been attempted. The church was well
filled each day. It is hoped that this will draw
Mary closer to the hearts of these people.
Another Barrens?
Father S. Dunker, in accord with the desired
of local authorities, has initiated the boys in his
charge in the art of landscaping. They are build-
ing walks, making flower beds, and working dili-
gently for the beutifying of the grounds. They
proved themselves not inept for work. of this na-
ture by their skillful disposition of the plants and
flowers. Soon Father Dunker will enjoy, in the
form of a flower garden, the results of his labors.
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EDITORIAL
What the Maison Mere is to the entire Double
Family of Saint Vincent De Paul, Saint Mary's of
'the Barrens is to the Western Province of the
Congregation of the Mission.
To knit more closely the interests of our Pro-
vinces with the interests of the Maison Mere and
to bind them more firmly to that venerable estab-
lishment with the ties of 1'esprit primitif, our
Most Honored Father visited us last October.
Everyone who saw him will testify to the realiza-
tion of his purposes.
In a similar and more humble way the De An-
drein, by means of its aims and by means of the
contacts which it makes with our priests of the
Province and with those of China, hopes to draw
to their Alma Mater the interests and the hearts
of her sons.
A Glance at the Life of
Approximately two and a half years ago-
July 15, 1932, to be exact-God called from our
number a living example of true sacerdotal
character and high-spirited Vincentianism, a
combination which forms the acme of our am-
bitigns. In tribute to this great personage the
writer intends to cite but a few high-lights in
the noble life of Father Peter Vincent Byrne,
for the refreshment of the memories of those
who enjoyed intimacy with him, and for the en-
lightenment of others.
In the diocese of Armagh, Ireland, on the
twenty-fourth day of June, 1846, Father Byrne
was born; the day after his birth he received
the name of Peter Vincent in baptism. At an
early age of his life he followed the exam-
ple of his brothers and came to America. He
chose the state of New York for his abode and
there attended the Seminary of Our Lady of
the Angels-the present Niagara University.
At this institution he became acquainted with
the Vincentian Fathers and was so impressed by
such illustrious men of the Little Company as,
Bishops Timon and Lynch, and Father Stephen
Vincent Ryan, that he felt the urge to fol-
low their mode of life. On September 7, 1864,
he was admitted into the Novitiate in St. Louis.
His seminary days were during the civil war
period, and consequently they were difficult;
however, these trials were a great training for
those he was to meet in later life. So dis-
couraged was he, that he made an attempt to
run away from the Seminary.
The grace of God having prevailed and the
temptations of his early days at the Seminary
having been subdued, he was ordained to the
priesthood by John Mary Odin, Archbishop of
New Orleans, on March 19, 1869. To avoid the
disagreeable climate of St. Louis he was sent to
Father P. V. Bjrne, C. M.
spend the winter under the clement, cerulean
skies of Louisiana. At his ordination his health
was such that the doctors predicted a short-
lived ministry for him-God deigned otherwise.
Being one of the priests in St. Joseph's parish
at the time of the yellow fever epidemic in New
Orleans, he worked indefatigably in lending
spiritual and corporal succor to the afflicted.
The Visitor realized his worth and appointed
him superior, a post which he held in many
houses of the Community successively until
1909 when his health failed him. Many states
of the Union had the words of Christ preached
in them by the missionary, Father Byrne.
During the course of his life he was superior
of: St. Joseph's, New Orleans; St. John's,
Brooklyn; St. Vincent's, Germantowrn; St. Vin-
cent's, Cape Girardeau; Kenrick, St. Louis; and
De Paul, Chicago. He was also a member of
the Provincial Council under Father Thomas
Smith and Father Thomas Finney.
He was so devoted to St. Vincent that "The
Virtues and Doctrines of St. Vincent" was his
only spiritual reading book for the last thirty
years of his life. His highest interests lay in
the Double Family and their works.
Besides attending the Community exercises,
he always spent one hour a day in adoration be-
fore the Blessed Sacrament. For fifty years he
spent Holy Thursday night before the Reposi-
tory and would start the Stations at midnight r
sickness prevented his doing this the last year
of his life.
Father Byrne's last twenty-three years were
spent here at the Seminary. His deportment
was a continual source of edification to all the
Seminarists, Students and Priests. His mode
of life is a target to be aimed at; his name
connotes high ideals.
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March 23, 1906: This morning at Chapter the
Very Rev. Visitor appointed Father Barr, Direc-
tor of Students.
March 27, 1906: Society Day for the Boys. The
Novices asked for the afternoon free. Had free
from Corporal Exercise to five o'clock.
March 7, 1911: Mr. M. O'Malley did himself
great honor by the manner in which he defended
his thesis and by the skill which he displayed in
meeting the objections of his adversaries. Mr.
Coyne read a masterly paper on Modernism. Mr.
Powers manifested his usual beauty of expression
and power of thought in a scholarly paper "Saint
Thomas and Christian Apologetics."
Nov. 2, 1911: Father Powers preached a very
pathetic sermon on the Church Suffering.
March 22, 1926: Father Musson arrived at
noon from Kansas City. He is always a welcome
visitor. Recently he offered to purchase complete
sets of baseball uniforms for the Students and
Novices. This is but one of his kind remem-
brances of the Barrens.
May 21, 1922: Father Durbin had a social at
Highland yesterday and having a four gallon
freezer of ice cream left over brought it home for
the Students for lunch this afternoon. Many
thanks, Father.
April 30, 1922: Messrs. Ahern, Theriac, Cahill,
Sheldon and G. O'Malley stayed out of Solemn
Mass to receive the Boys and show them around."
WHERE CREDIT IS DUE
Here are the Men that helped make the Christ-
mas season what it was:
After our return from Camp, work was at once
begun on the repairing of the scenery by Messrs.
0. Miller, R. Schorn, E. Cashman, R. Kraff, and
9J. Hann. The scenery for the plays testified to
their abilities.
Since September the Directors of the various
entertainments were at work on their plays to
make them the high class pieces they were. There-
fore tributes of praise go to Messrs. Stamm, Mil-
ler, and Thomas Mahoney, and Clark, and to Mr.
William Mahoney. We must not forget Mr. Beut-
ler and his helpers on the Bunco committee.
For the splendid Musical interpretations dur-
ing the Minstrel and the Banquet we are indebted
to the hard working members of the Orchestra,
and to their director, Mr. Gieselman. I am sure
that they too wish to thank Mr. Schorn for the
Orchestrations with which he has kept them well
supplied.
The fact that the lighting effects in the plays
were the very best, attests to the work of Mr.
John Sharpe. Mr. John Smith and Mr. Fassben-
der deserve credit for their handling of the
Movies.
Last but not least the Faculty, and especially
the Superior and Directors merit praise and
thanks for the splendid cooperation manifested to-
wards the true and the correct celebration of the
Festive Season.
Our closing words of gratitude fall upon the
Visiting Confreres and the Priests of the Secular
Clergy who fo'und it so nice to spend the season
with us. We enjoyed their presence and their
conversations have helped us greatly to come
to love and revere them more.
CHRISTMAS PLAYS
Framed. Mr. Stamm's work on the opening
play of the Christmas season deserves much
praise. In Framed he turned out a fast moving
and smoothly acted drama. For their excellent
performance in the leading roles the Rev. Mr.
Mullen, Messrs. Cannon and R. Cortelyou come in
for special mention.
Perfect Alibi. Technique and clock-work ac-
curcy were essential to this mystery story. Un-
der the direction of Mr. Miller and in the hands
of an animated cast which included the Rev. Mr.
P. Le Fevre, Messrs. Martin and Brosnan, it re-
ceived both.
The Prodigal. A play that keeps its audience in
laughter, wonderment and suspense is always suc-
cessful. The New Year's entertainment was no
exception. Special credit is due to the Rev. Mr.
Kenneally, Messrs. Powers and Zoellner for their
effective characterizations and to Mr. Thomas
Mahoney who directed this play.
FATHER GREGORY
On the evening of January thirteenth
Father Gregory, complaining of sudden and
acute pains in the side, was rushed to De Paul
Hospital, Saint Louis. There it was discov-
ered that he suffered a ruptured appendix and
was operated on immediately. He is recover-
ing rapidly.
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"All Praise to St. Patridck
THE first Vincentian Martyr-Brother Thadee Lee-was a native son of St. Patrick.
In the "notices" volume one, we read "Thadee Lee aged twenty native' of Thoua in
Ireland, received in Paris October 21, 1643; made vows October 7, 1645."
It is interesting to note that Brother Lee was a STUDENT. Infa letter to the Bishop
of Limerick, dated October 15, 1646, Holy Founder says: "My Lord, at last I have the pleas-
ure of sending you eight missioners\ . . . The cleric (Brother Thaddeus) will have as his
duty, the direction of the singing." This was his first and last mission.
"Poor Brother Lee, being in his native place, fell into the hands of the enemy, who
dashed out his brains and cut off his hands and feet before the eyes of his mother." These
are St. Vincent's own words.
St. Vincent was always interested in the Irish and the Irish Mission. In later years
when the Irish Mission was closed Holy Founder refused all requests for an account of the
work saying, "It is enough that God knows all that has been done; the humility of Our
Lord requires that the Little Company keep itself hidden in God with Jesus Christ in honor
of his hidden life. The blood of the martyrs shall not be forgotten before God; sooner or
later it shall be the seed of new Christians."
REFECTIONS
TEFLECTIONS
FEBRUARY 17
Blessed Clet and China! China, land of quaint-
ness and mystery; where ignorance rules and idolatry
and superstition have sway. Land impervious, even
hostile, to Christian influence and culture, hallowed
by the blood of many martyrs. Land where live
hundreds of millions of humans-so many immortal
souls in Mother Church's abstracting eyes. To them
also the glad tidings of Faith must be proclaimed, for
Christ's gospel extends itself to all nations and all
peoples. Hundreds of dauntless evangelists are, in-
deed, working in the field, but they are not enough to
supply the crying need. The appeal for more andt
more laborers becomes increasingly insistent.
What a fitting exemplar and patron for the poten-
tial missionary to China is the martyred Blessed Clet
who importuned from his superiors permission to go;
to that unhappy land, there to work for the salvation
of its poor deluded inhabitants; and who, upon his
arrival in China, wrote to his sister; "A new career
opens up for me; it is to restore the spirit of religion
in former Christians who have been abandoned to
themselves for many years, and to convert the infidel;
this, I hope, will be my occupation until death."
MARCH 15
Saint Louise, courageous, inspiring woman, heroine
of charity, mother of the foundling, comforter of the
infirm, consoler of the dying! Louise De Marillac
did many great things for poor, suffering humanity,
but the most estimable benefit she ever conferred on
it was the Bequeathal of the Daughters of Charity, the
Community which carries on her works and transmits
to noble hearts her spirit, aims, and ideals.
Among all the shining virtues which radiate from
the holy personality of Saint Louise that which strikes
us as being particularly lustrous is her perfect, trust-
ing, child-like submission to spiritual direction. Com-
plete obedience in this regard is never easy in any
case. Yet of Louise, who was continually beset with
anxieties, doubts, and frightful fears for her eternal
salvation, especially at the commencement of her
widowhood, it was said that "She would rather die
than disobey Saint Vincent, her spiritual director.
One word from him could dissipate her greatest alarm
and calm her wildest terrors."
At her death this spiritual director could say of her
that "It was difficult to remark a fault in her."
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CHINA-WORLD'S OLDEST EMPIRE
China has a mythology which covers over
ninety-six million years. The authentic history
of this strange country can be traced back to be-
fore 2852 B. C. At this date Fo-hi was Emperor
of the Chinese Empire. Ching-wany, who built
the great Chinese wall (246-210 B. C.), in his de-
sire to go down in history as the founder of the
Chinese Empire, ordered all the books including
public records to be burned. Thus the real history
of ancient China went up in smoke.
China is the only empire that has survived the
birth of Christ. Until the year 1842 when Calub
Cushing, United States envoy consummated a
treaty with China, the barriers between the Celes-
tial Empire and Western civilization had not been
broken. The painful ordeal of complete moderni-
zation only began after the failure of the Boxer
rebellion in 1900. A Republic was set up on New
Year's day in 1912.
In size China contains more than 5,000,000
square miles-about twice the area of the United
States. Its polulation numbers approximately
two hundred million people, or about one-third
the population of the people in the world. Of this
number only 2,500,000 are Catholics.
It cannot be proved that St. Thomas, the apos-
tle, preached in China, but certainly his disciples
did. Christianity is found in China as early as
the seventh century and Marco Polo mentions that
there were Christian congregations of Nestorians
settled in China in the thirteenth century. Catho-
olic missionaries were first sent by the Pope to
evangelize the Chinese about the beginning of the
fourteenth century. The Dominicans reached
Peking in 1307. The first Jesuit who attemptd to
enter China was St. Francis Xavier in 1552. The
first recorded missionary present in Kiangsi was
a Jesuit-Father Mathew Ricci.
Vincentian activity in China begins with Louis
Appiani in 1697. In 1783 the Vincentians were
sent by the Propagation of Faith to take over the
Missions which the Jesuits were forced to relin-
quish. Today there are approximately 325
Vincentian priests in China. Twenty eight of this
number are Americans. Blessed Clet (1820),
Blessed Perboyre (1840), The Twelve Martyrs of
Tientsin (1870), the Martyrs of Peking (1900),
constitute the price which the Vincentians paid.
The army of Vincention priests and Daughters of
Charity in China is growing rapidly and bearing
the Light of Faith to the very heart of the
world's oldest Empire.
FOREIGN MISSION NEWS
Reunion.
During the Christmas holidays all the mission-
aries from this province, Fathers Moore and Coyle
excepted, were at Yukiang. With the addition of
the priests of other provinces, there were thirteen
very happy and joyful Vincentians present at the
dinner on New Year's Day. What one of us
would not have desired to have partaken in the
happiness of the occasion? Spirits ran 'high!
But how different the spirit of this gathering
from so many other parties of that day on which
our Infant Lord shed the first drops of His Pre-
cious Blood. Here were these men who have
given up all that one holds most dear for the
service of the Master, standing on the threshold
of another year. With what dreams and zealous
promises did they look into the veiled future.
Is He Busy?
Father Bereswell is going to have little trouble
in finding work enough to keep him busy for the
year. While at Yukiang during the holidays, he
was appointed Procurator of the Vicariate. Evi-
dently this was not enough to satisfy his zeal. He
was also given full care of three missions and
temporary charge of three more. Those missions
that are permanently entrusted to Father Beres-
well are about forty miles from the city of
Yukiang. It seems that Father will have not a
little bicycle riding to look forward to. One of the
missions is in a city almost twice as large as
Yukiang. It is hoped that soon there will be a
church with a resident priest here.
Dedication.
The beautiful chapel of Tientsin has been
completed. It was dedicated, on September 30,
1934, by His Excellency, Monsignor De Vienne, in
honor of St. Louise de Marillac. The Daughters
of Charity, the spiritual children of the saint,
were responsible for its erection. The chapel
stands on the spot which was hallowed by the
blood of the ten Daughters of Charity martyred
in 1870.
Triduum.
A triduum in honor of St. Louise de Marillac
was held recently in Peking. The first day's cere-
monies took place in the chapel of Jenset-ang.
The chapel of the Hospital of St. Vincent was
crowded for the ceremonies of the second day
and the Christians filled the Cathedral of Petang
for the final devotions. The Sisters were over-
joyed with the presence of Mother Lebrun, Su-
perior of the Daughters of Charity, :fr the
triduum.
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During the past ten years the face of the Bar-
rens has been renewed. Without, new buildings
have risen up; within, domestic conveniences
have softened the material side of living. On the
whole, a decade's passing has wrought at St.
Mary's of the Barrens many external changes.
External changes, however, are accidental.
Deep-rooted in the soul of St. Mary's thrives a
spirit that time cannot rot nor its vicissitudes wear
away. Like the noble hearts that engendered it,
it rises above externals, lends to them their sub-
stantiality, and carries on long after they are
crumbled and forgotten.
Surrounded as we are today with the good
things of life for which we ceaselessly give thanks
to God we turn instinctively to those confreres of
other days who felt keenly the hardships of an age
less advanced than ours and from the bottom of
our hearts thank them for what they have given
us-that undying spirit of St. Mary's of the Bar-
rens-that spirit which gives meaning and ex-
pression to the material objects that harbor it.
Their home and our home is "ever changing to
remain the same."
SEMINARY BRIEFS
Library.
February the thirteenth was "moving day" at
the Barrens. On that day the library was moved
into its new home, the "new" library. Through
the generosity of our own priests, the secular cler-
gy and friends of the Seminary, the desire and
need of a larger and better equipped library has
been fulfilled. Since the moving of the Scholastics
into the new Student building, the seminary in the
"Boy's building" had often been suggested as the
(Continued on Page 4.)
DEATH OF FATHER BARNWELL
(Account taken from Parish Records.)
Never since the history of Perry County began
has the pall of death hung so heavily over the
hearts of its people as it has during the past week
when the whole county was robed in mourning for
Father Barnwell. His loss was a universal one for
he stood before the people, not only as a kind and
zealous pastor, but also as a benefactor to the
whole neighborhood. Silver and gold he had not,
but that which he had, he gave. No public be-
quest stands as a monument to his generosity, but
in the hearts of our people, his memory lives en-
shrined as it were in so many living sanctuaries
where the lamp of gratitude shall burn beyond
the days of material magnificence.
On January 12, 1906, Fr. Barnwell in his de-
sire to comply with the wishes of many who were
solicitious for his failing health, went to St. Louis,
where he decided to undergo treatment at the
Mullanphy Hospital. He progressed rapidly and
was expected to return on January 24th. On the
evening of the 23rd he attended a lecture and re-
turned home feeling exceedingly well. The next
morning he said Mass and appeared in the best of
spirits. At ten o'clock, however, he was stricken
with paralysis which affected his left side. He re-
mained conscious for a short time, but soon after
receiving the Sacraments of the Church, relapsed
into a state of unconsciousness. Toward evening
all hope of his recovery had gone and the sad news
was telephoned to his confreres at the Seminary.
The news spread rapidly and on the morning of
the 25th, many an anxious ear awaited intelli-
gence of Father Barnwell's condition. At ten-
thirty a message arrived to the effect that the
much dreaded moment had come and the noble
heart of Fr. Barnwell was silent forever. Anxiety
gave way to grief and to the desire to pay all
honor and respect to the man who held such a
high place in the hearts of all who knew him. A
committee of the prominent men of Perryville
was promptly formed to look after the remains of
the deceased on their arrival from St. Louis. The
Reverends T. Finney and W. Barr departed for St.
Louis to make the final arrangements and on the
26th of January a special train furnished by the
Houck Railroad Company conveyed fifty citizens
to the Junction where the body was transferred to
that bound for Perryville. When the train came
to the station at Perryville the whole town was on
hand to testify its esteem for the late departed.
Every available carriage was put into requisi-
(Continued on Page 4.)
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ForTeDeAcri
In retrospective perusal
of the annals of the Little
Company we read concerning
the extraordinary work done
by the Daughters of Charity
in northern and southern
United States during those
four bloody years of civil war:
A letter from a military
hospital in St. Louis in 1862
relates what motherly care
was rendered to some nine
hundred soldiers by the
- MEMORIES
Moonlight on silver Shannon
The dancing of fairy host
The sound of the crooning Atlantic
Kissing the Kerry Coast.
SO'Donoghue on his charger white
SFlashing with silver shoon
SAcross the three lakes of Killarney rides P
| While wanes the midsummer moon.
SThe leprechauns in Donegal
S Saint Patrick's grave in Down
SThe kindly ghosts that walk at night
SThrough gallant Dublin Town.
SAll these and more come back to one
H And he so far away .
o To fill his heart with longing
SOn the eve of Patrick's Day.
i(amm.mememmm^ •.
Daughters of St. Vincent. Their model lives was
the stimulus which brought conversions in many
cases. The letter says that one of the soldiers, a
non-Catholic, being asked by the chaplain if he
desired baptism before he died, answered: "Yes,
if you baptize me in the religion of the Sisters,
for I beleive that it must be the true religion."
Some three years after the civil war, 1868,
Father Burlando wrote to Father Etienne, then
Superior General, and stated that the Government
of the United States was indebted to the Daugh-
ters for their marvelous work during the strife.
That for the first time that Congress accorded
gratification to a Catholic establishment it was a
sum of thirty thousand dollars for the construc-
tion of Providence Hospital in Washington, "not
only because it was a Catholic work but because
it was intrusted to the Sisters of Charity."
In a letter dated March 17, 1859, Father S. V.
Ryan, quoting Father O'Reilly, relates to Father
Perboyre the great success of a mission given in
Chicago shortly before that date. He says that
he had never seen the likes of this mission. It
was estimated on the last night that seven thou-
sand persons were present. Fourteen priests as-
sisted, but there was enough work to keep
twenty in continual occupation. Many conver-
sions were made and many reconciliations of fal-
len away Catholics were brought about.
close beside those
DEATH OF
FATHER BARNWELL
(Continued from Page 3)
tion and an immense proces-
sion formed at the station
enroute to the Seminary.
The children of the parochial
school, the Boys, and the Sem-
inarians and a vast concourse
of people on foot marched to
the Church of the Assump-
tion where the body was to
be in state until the funeral.
After the Obsequies the
funeral cortege wended its
way to the Community Ceme-
tery where the :remains of
him we loved so well in life
found their last resting place,
of the Late Very Reverend Fr.
Smith, C. M. V., his dear friend and predecessor.
SEMINARY BRIEFS
(Continued from Page 3.)
ideal place for a large library. It was ideal be-
cause of its size, natural lighting and accessibility.
Last summer, forty-eight feet of double-faced
steel shelving, six oak library tables, and chairs,
were acquired. This was a start. It furnished
the incentive for detailed planning. An appeal
was made for financial aid. So generous was the
response that the modest plans first drawn up
were enlarged. The whole-hearted acclaim with
which the project was greeted assured success.
The seminary was completely renovated; new
plastering, a hardwood floor, lighting and building
of wooden shelving against the end walls. Com-
pleted, the library now has approximately twenty-
five hundred feet of shelving, most of this being
steel shelving. There are also special cases for
our incunabula and rare books. The seating capa-
city has been increased almost four times. The
Students are the principal beneficiaries and their
appreciation is expressed in the fact that the
library is being used more than ever.
Appreciation.
The Students are sincerely grateful to Miss K. E.
O'Brien for her generous gift to their orchestra.
Brothers.
On the evening of February sixteenth, Messrs.
Edward Puncher and Arcadio Salazar, having
completed the course of postulation, were received
into the Novitiate where they will continue their
preparation for the holy Brotherhood.
CONDOLENCE
To Mr. C. Corcoran, on the loss of his
mother, and to Mr. G. Brennan, on the loss of
hi.s father, the DeAndrein extends the sym-
pathies of its readers and its own.
;m
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- BROTHER FRED
VERY confrere in the Western Province knows
Brother Fred, the famous, silent character
of the Barrens. His name has been asso-
ciated with St. Mary's Seminary for almost five de-
cades. And yet there has always been a suggestion of
mystery attached to him. Few persons have ever suc-
ceeded in acquiring a more extensive knowledge of him
than that which externalities afford; facts concerning
his birthplace, boyhood and pre-seminary life were
never generally known. It is with a feeling of inform-
ative importance, therefore, that the De Andrein re-
lates a few high-lights in the career of this venerable
quadragenarian of the brotherhood.
Brother Fred Dilmann was born in New Orleans and
in that metropolis he passed the early years of his life.
When still very young he lost both parents. He was
reared a Protestant, his conversion to, the Faith being
effected only after he had reached the age of man-
hood. He very faithfully practised his new religion,
howev"er, once the change was made. After some few
years it was suggested that he enter the brotherhood.
He declared his willingness to do so, and accordingly
was received into the Community as a novice at St.
Stephens, New Orleans, in March 1887. Father Henley
was his Novice-master. A little more than a year
later Father Barnwell came to the southern city seek-
ing suitable young men for the recently-established
Apostolic School at Perryville. It was decided that
Fred should accompany him back to the Barrens.
This the young novice did, arriving at the Seminary in
August, 1888, to begin the hidden life that he has led
during all these intervening years.
There is something amusing together with much
that is beautiful, in the story of Brother Fred's con-
version. At the suggestion of a woman employer he
went one evening to St. Stephen's Church to attend
Catholic services. Coincidentally enough, a mission
was in progress. During the sermon the preacher
propagated the Devotion of the Rosary, urging all
who did not have beads to get them as soon as possible.
After the services Fred presented himself at the rec-
tory and asked for his pair of rosary beadsi. Father
Tulley, to whom he addressed this request, obliged him
with a pair, but noting something awkward in the
young man's fingering of the beads, he asked him if
he knew how to say them. Fred owned that he didn't.
Father Tulley instructed him. One thing led to
another and before very long the young man was bap-
tized conditionally and received into the Church.
When Brother Fred came to Perryville there were
no Students or other Novices here. It was only after
he had been at the Barrens for some months that the
Messrs. Musson, Gorrell and Hurley, N. C. M., arrived
from Germantown to form with him the nucleus
around which the Western Province's organized Novi-
tiate was built. This was some few years be-
fore the Deacons Hoover and Heuber-the Province's
first ordinands-came to the Seminary.
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The Community at Perryville shares the grief of its Superior,
Very Reverend Father William Brennan, C. M., occasioned by the
death of his pious mother.
The Students and Novices at St. Mary's Seminary extelld to
Sister Alphonsine of DePaul Hospital, St. Louis, their sympathy on
the loss of her beloved mother.
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Appreciation
With the moving of the Library from the Chapel Building
to the Student's old building, a cherished hope-for many
years only a dream-has been realized. For this the hearts
of the Students go out in gratitude to their dear friends
whose munificence has thus wrought for them an unfading
memorial of encouragement, interest and good will.
Among the benefactors of our Library we wish to single
out for special mention Our Most Honored Father, Father
Souvay, whose generous assistance spurred on the work be-
yond estimation, and the Very Rev. Visitor, Father Flavin,
whose generosity was most encouraging. To Mrs. E. L.
Doheny of Los Angeles, California, are the Students espe-
cially thankful. Typical of her interest in the Barrens are
her countless benefactions to and unceasing regard for our
Library.
Father Joseph Finney, C. M., has always been of invalua-
ble help to the Students. What he has done for the Library
is well known to everyone in spite of the quiet which en-
velops his undertakings in this direction. We feel urged,
therefore, to make use of this opportunity for thanking him
in a special manner for his never failing service to the
Library in doing whatever he can to increase its growth and
usefulness.
Not a little are we indebted also to other confreres, to
several Daughters of Charity and to several priests of the
secular clergy, for their ready aid in making possible this
latest addition to the treasures of the Seminary. Among
the latter we include particularly Very Reverend Monsignor
Crane of Saint Louis, who on previous occasions as on this,
has manifested his attachment to the interests of Saint
Mary's of the Barrens.
In conclusion let it be said that what Father Joseph Mc-
Intyre, C. M., has done in instigating, directing and consum-
mating the establishment of the new Library is deeply ap-
preciated by all the Students. In gratitude for his redoubt-
able service to us no profusion of words would be too ex-
pressive, but that he may more readily comprehend our sen-
timents of appreciation, these we declare in the fullest
meaning of a sincere THANK YOU.
FATHER WILSON, C. M.
From Chicago comes the happy news
that Father Wilson during the past
three months has been able to attend
Mass and is now further on the road to
recovery than at any time since his ser-
ious illness. The Students here at the
Barrens wish to assure Father Wilson
that their prayers for a speedy and com-
plete return of his health will continue.
SISTER GENEVIEVE
News of the success of Sister Gene-
vieve's recent operation and of her
rapidly approaching recovery was re-
ceived at Perryville with thanksgiving.
Sister Genevieve is convalescing at De
Paul Hospital, St. Louis.
FATHER SHERLOCK, C. M.
On February 19, 1935, Father Sher-
lock arrived at the Barrens to take over
the duties of Professor of Gregorian
Chant. We welcome him to the Semi-
nary and at the same time assure him
of our whole-hearted support and co-
operation.
That he might be able to give the
Students more individual attention
Father Sherlock has divided them into
five groups, assigning to each a special
evening of every week for class. Over
these classes the Professor presides
personally.
On the feast of Saint Louise de Maril-
lac, Father Sherlock directed the entire
choir from the sanctuary. It was the
first time that this had ever been done
but the improvement was immediately
noticed.
If one is to judge from the results
which have thus far been accomplished
under the direction of the new professor
the prediction is not without founda-
tion, that soon the Barrens will take
its place among the leading exponents
of Gregorian Chant.
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EDITORIAL
Richer perhaps in glories of the past than any
other religious body ever to labor in America is
the Congregation of the Mission. Even a super-
ficial recourse to the sources of its history in the
United States substantiates this claim.
The vast territory between Saint Louis and New
Orleans, between Los Angeles and Buffalo, form-
ed, in the pioneer days of our country's evangeli-
zation, the arena of labor for the Sons of St. Vin-
cent de Paul. Within these boundaries we trace
a true Apostolic care which the Little Company
manifested in sowing and cultivating the seed of
Christ's religion. Records of its zeal are inex-
haustible (though, unfortunately, buried to a
great extent beneath attic dust and woeful
misuse.)
It is not the vastness, however, of their field of
labor, but the worth and virtue' of the laborers
themselves wherein lies the glory of the first
American Vincentians. This is written on every
page of the religious histories of Texas, Louisiana
and Missouri. It is safely stored in the traditions
of these regions. It is unquestioned.
Still, the leaders among our own pioneers of the
Gospel in this country-characters like De An-
dreis, Rosati, Timon-have passed on barely no-
ticed, no Longfellows nor Coopers have sung their
praises. But this is as they would have it, and
we, their successors, are thus forced to learn, be-
yond the example of their greatness, that of their
humility.
THE BIG MISSION FIELD
In 1891 a caravan of young Christians from
Uganda in Central Africa was brought to Rome
by the White Fathers and introduced to Leo XIII.
The pope gave a joyous welcome to these chil-
dren, these Benjamins of his heart. "I am happy
to see you," he said, "and to learn how many of
your brothers practice your religion faithfully.
Practice it always, even to death." The young
listeners were worthy of this advice. One of them
had had a foot cut off by one of the persecutors.
"How did that happen?" asked the Pope as he
drew the child towards him. "Were you foolish ?"
"I was not foolish, Holy Father." "And why did
they cut off your foot?" "Because I prayed!" As
the young Congoese related his story of punish-
ment with childlike simplicity tears sprang from
the pope's eyes, and no longer able to contain him-
self he exclaimed, "I have never embraced a mar-
tyr, but I will do so now." The Head of the Church
took the poor negro into his arms and pressed him
to his heart during moments of tender compas-
sion. At that minute this little martyr repre-
sented the whole races of Foreign Mission which
the Vicars of Jesus Christ since him have loved
with such deep devoutedness.
The present Holy Father from his watch tower
of Israel takes in at a glance the mission fields of
the world. Looking away from the war clouds
of Europe he gazes clearly into the Far East, and
is pleased to see the respect the Burmese have for
marriage, and to hear their saying that to be
divorced is "to be like a dress that has been wash-
ed." He sees the Malays with their addage of
virtue, "Of what use is it for a peacock to swag-
ger in the jungle?" He sees the filial love of the
Koreans and the hospitality of Pacific islanders.
But fixing his eyes on the largest field he locates
China.
China is undoubtedly the foremost missionary
country, whether it be considered from its size,
population or perverse characteristics. In com-
parison of size America is but a child, of popula-
lation, a desert. The Chinaman thinks nothing
worthy of his consideration except that which is
visibly useful or materially beneficial. His arts
and sciences, poems and romances, philosophy
and religion, all revolve around and minister to
the needs of his daily life. Abstract virtues scarce-
ly have a shadow of a meaning to him. But he
has a soul; he decries the conditions of his en-
vironment-a bed of want, of corruption, of mis-
ery. To us they plead in inarticulate words,
"Come among us, you missionaries; you will not
give us back the customs of our fathers, but will
teach us yours. We will hear you; the mustard
seed of our population that has embraced your
ways needs watering."
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THE ANNALS
We find recorded in the
annals for the year 1836
the humble beginning of
our house in Cape Girar-
deau. The town is said
to have been considera-
bly well populated even
several years before
Father Odin visited it,
but there was only one
Catholic family residing
there. Father Odin was
quick to perceive that
much good would ema-
nate from the establish-
ment of a mission in that
locale, so he proceeded to
do so. By the grace of
God, and the indefatiga-
ble apostolic zeal of the
missionary, in a short
time the Catholics num-
bered one hundred and
twenty. A chapel was
built and it was fre-
quented by Protestants
and Catholics alike.
From this insignificant
beginning grew the pres-
ent day "Cape".
In the same report it is
written that the person-
nel of the Little Com-
pany in America num-
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bered at this time twen-
ty-six priests, eight seminarists, and six lay-broth-
ers. St. Mary's of the Barrens was their head-
quarters and from here they went out to find
missions in neighboring settlements. Our novi-
tiate had been introduced, houses built, the esteem
and confidence of the people had been gained in
the New World and our pioneer confreres saw a
promising future for the work of Christ and St.
Vincent in this new field. Even so early as this
there was prospect of opportunity to fulfill the
third end of the Congregation-instructing the
clergy-for already bishops were requesting that
these Sons of St. Vincent start seminaries for
them in their dioceses. Their ambition was to
comply with the desires of these bishops but their
scarcity of men did not permit it at the time. The
first call of this kind that they were able to answer
was that of the bishop of New Orleans.
In the annals of ninety years later we read of
the tercentenary celebration of the founding of
the Community, held at the Barrens. Bishop
Glass pontificated at the mass in the morning;
and Father Corcoran delivered the sermon. In the
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Plans for the Ste. Genevieve Bicentennial Cele-
bration and Pageant include, on the Opening Day,
August 19, a Field Mass, to be celebrated by His
Excellency, the Most Rev. John J. Glennon, Arch-
bishop of Saint Louis, or His Excellency, the Most
Rev. Christian H. Winkelmann, Auxiliary Bishop
of Saint Louis; on August 20, or Saint Louis Day,
the presence of the Mayor of Saint Louis; on
August 21, or State Day, the presence of the
Governor of Missouri. With National Day, Au-
gust 22, the celebration will close.
evening the Scholastics staged a literary and mu-
sical program. There was Benediction of the Most
Blessed Sacrament at the close of the day ....
That seed planted in new soil almost nine decades
past, had grown, and is still growing.
Father Platisha, C. M.
When the Pageant of
Ste. Genevieve's (Mis-
souri) Bicentennial Ce-
lebration will have pass-
ed, to Father John Pla-
tisha will fall most of
the credit for its success.
The State has confided to
Father Platisha this fea-
ture of the nation-wide
celebration and he has
entered characteristical-
ly into the work prepar-
ing a pageant worthy of
the great occasion.
For his theme Father
Platisha has chosen
"Mother of the West"
into which he will blend
memorable events of
historic old Ste. Gene-
vieve. Some of these
events will recall scenes
from the life of the saint-
ly Rosati whose memory
has become hallowed in
this celebrated little city.
Father Platisha be-
cause of his previous
successes in undertak-
ings of this nature, is
admirably suited to the
task before him. For
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THE MISSIONARIES
HLEY have sailed from all the harbors, they have
S rounded all the capes,
By North and South they sail, by East and West.
They have dared to do the wisest thing, the course
the Master shapes,
(Though a voice said "Stay and risk it" in each
breast).
But 0, they've sailed for far lands, up and down the
earth,
With a boy's will, the will of wind and bird;
They're an Outward Bound Division, holding fast their
great Commission,
And their sailing orders urge them till the drums of
doom are heard.
So they're camping by the Yukon, and they tramp the
Niger's banks;
They are paddling down the Yang-tse and the Han;
For they're manning all the outposts, and they're
guarding all the flanks,
They're on duty from the Congo to Japan.
With the peace of little chapels they have girdled all
the world,
Where their ruby lamps are burning night and day,
And their altar bells are chiming when the morning
light is climbing
O'er the white-peaked Himalayas and the far hills of
Cathay.
The soldiers of the Empire go their way with steel and
shell-
Go to plant a robber standard on the soil;
But these, as Christ's good soldiers, go to fight the
spears of hell,
Go to drive the demon-armies from their spoil.
Unarmed they go, not powerless-but trusting in their
King,
And strengthened by their brothers' burning prayers;
In the field of every region they're a laughing lonely
Legion-
Oh, may Mary's mantle shield them, may the grace
of God be theirs.
Dedication . ..
In grateful remembrance of their truly
Apostolic work, the Students dedicate
this issue of our little paper to the mis-
sionary sons of St. Mary's now laboring
in China.
The traders go for treasure that the worm will take by
stealth,
And death will come to cheat them of the whole; ..
But these win prize eternal, seeking out another
wealth-
They have guessed the blinding value of a soul.
They are pioneering miners, and they quest the purest
gold,
They are merchants gaining naught but pearls un-
priced:
So a thousand roads they're breaking, and they're
trekkking, trekking, trekking-
0, they'd blaze a trail to anywhere for maddening
love of Christ!
So they've sailed from all the harbors and they've
rounded all the capes,
By North and South they sail, by East and West.
They have dared to do the wisest thing, the course the
Master shapes,
(Though a voice said "Stay and risk it" in each
breast).
But 0, they've sailed for far lands, up and down the
earth,
For they take their Captain-Comrade at His Word;
They're His Outward Bound Division, holding fast a
great Commission,
And the world will see their wisdom when the drums
of doom are heard.
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ON ENTERING THE NEW LIBRARY
CROSS VIEW FROM REAR
WE HOPE NOT.
When the Reverend Cyprian Bravo, O. P., a
captive of the Chinese Communists for the past
thirteen months, was released, he found refuge
and hospitality at the Catholic Mission of Sin-
fing, Kiangsi, which is staffed by the American
Vincentians. Fathers A. Tcheng, C. M., J. Mc-
Loughlin, C. M., and F. McGuire, C. M., aided and
sheltered Father Bravo, ifollowing his release.
From him they heard the sad news that in his
opinion (Father Bravo's) their confrere, Father
Anselmo, held for ransom for the past two years,
had been put to death.
PROGRESS.
According to recent statistics the Catholic
population of China actually totals 2,702,468
faithful. The conversions effected during the
year 1933-34 reach 82,145. This is 12,598 more
than the previous year shows. The Catholic popu-
lation has received a greater increase this year
than in any of the ten preceding years. No doubt
this fine showing is to be attributed to the ever
increasing interest of the church, especially the
laiety, in the missionary field.
CHANGES.
Father Lloyd has taken over the parish of Poy-
ang, relieving Father Moore, who will go to Ying-
tan. This town was the site of Father Moore's
first endeavors in the Chinese missions. It was
here that he labored for about two years when he
arrived in China, so the position will not be entire-
ly new to him. Father Lloyd has, as his assistant
in Poyang, Father Fred Lewis. While a number
of places remained unchanged for the time being
more, will probably be made soon. Father S. Dun-
ker is in charge at Linchwan (Fu Chow); Father
W. Dunker is pastor at Kweiki; Fathers Smith
and Quinn remain at Yukiang.
OLD CHINESE CUSTOM.
The peace and quiet of the house at Kengteh-
chen was disturbed by the explosion of many fire-
crackers directly behind the dwelling. The in-
habitants of the town were celebrating the Tsing-
ming Festival, a day corresponding to our Decora-
tion Day. The Chinese people have a peculiar
ritual for honoring their deceased on this day.
The graves must be elaborately prepared*for the
fiesta. The grass is trimmed, the weeds are
pulled, and when everything is clean, the table is
set. In reality they dispense with a table by plac-
ing the edibles on the grave in order to satisfy the
appetite of the dear departed. This is supposed to
please the ancestors exceedingly.
FATHER E. CANNON, C. M.
Father E. Cannon, pastor of St. Vincent's
Church, Cape Girardeau, was taken recently to
St. Francis Hospital there when he suffered a se-
vere nervous breakdown.
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EDITORIAL
For the past five years the Students of St.
Mary's have been China-minded. The many false
impressions which, during this time, they have
formed concerning missionary work among the
Chinese people, have, in the main, been corrected,
so that today their view of the field afar is unob-
structed and undeceiving. For them the mysteries
of China are not her secrets.
That in China the going is hard they accept as a
fact. More, they expect and hope it to be so. Still
more, they are thankful for it. Any diminution of
the hardship connected with missionary work in
that pagan land would muffle, to some extent at
least, the S. O. S. of its groping souls.
CHINA?
One morning, while Father Coyle was working
in the garden, his catchist from the country (about
fifteen miles over the mountains) made his ap-
pearance. Father told him that with his assist-
ance they would be able to finish the task in a few
minutes. When they had finished, about noon,
the catchist said, "Father, I would like to go to
confession and receive Holy Communion before I
eat." He had done some work at home before
starting on the long trip and here he was fifteen
miles from home and still fasting. After he had
received Holy Communion and eaten he started on
the return trip. This is only one example of the
many sacrifices that these people must make in
order to practice their holy religion.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The poem appearing in this issue of the De
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with the kind permission of its author, Patrick
O'Connor, St. Columbans, Nebraska.
THE APOSTLE OF ABYSSINIA.
Bishop Justin de Jacobis.
With news of the threatened Italian invasion of
Ethiopia also comes news of the action "Prepara-
toria" of the Sacred Congregation of Rites with
regard to the cause of the Venerable Justin de
Jacobis, first Vicar Apostolic of that benighted
country. The beatification of this great mission-
ary seems to draw closer still.
The Vicariate Apostolic of Abyssinia was insti-
tuted in 1838 and entrusted to the Vincentian.
Monophsysitism was then, as now, flourishing
vigorously. Previous attempts at re-union with
Rome were short-lived. Persecution and exile
threatened the missionary. Venerable Justin de
Jacobis actually underwent the latter punishment
on several occasions. Secretly consecrated Bishop
in the night of January 6, 1849, by another hunted
Bishop, de Jacobis retained his consecration a
deep secret from all but his intimates for eight
years. He had converted in February, 1844, Abba
Ghebre Michael (beatified in 1927), who also
received the priesthood from his hands, on Jan-
uary 1, 1851. By a special grace of God, this was
the first use made of the new Bishop's episcopal
powers.
To read of the zealous labors of this intrepid
champion of Christ fills one with amazement at
the sight of his extraordinary courage. Space for-
bids even the attempt at an outline of the marvels
related in the Annals concerning him. Suffice it
to say that the violent fever which brought his
death seized him in the night of July 19, 1860.
Surely not a mere coincidence. All who heard of
his death (July 31): Catholics, Schismatics, Mus-
sulmans, wept, and called him "Blessed," and
"Saint." Even a robber, to whom the Bishop had,
on several occasions, given money, wept!
Up to the present day, the Vincentian converts
total almost 40,000. But there are 10,000,000 in-
habitants and few priests. What will be the
religious outcome of the Italian invasion ?
VOW DAY
On May thirty-first the following gentlemen
made their holy Vows in the Community chapel;
Messrs. A. Minogue, W. Ryan, J. Donohoe, T.
Connolly, V. Courtney, M. Kane, G. Dolan, I.
Foley, F. Pennino, and R. Coerver.
RECEPTION
Messrs. Foley, J. Cooney, G. Vowels, C. Inten-
dente, T. Winters, and P. Diliberto, were received
into the Novitiate May thirtieth. They were this
year's graduates from St. Vincent's College, Cape
Girardeau.
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Several pages of the annals for the year 1924
are dedicated to the recounting of events occur-
ing, and expressing the sentiments of the sons and
daughters of St. Vincent in America, on the occa-
sion of their being visited in 19221 by their Super-
ior General, the late Most Honored Father Ver-
dier. The annals quote the Vincentian Weekly of
Chicago (October 22, 1922) as saying that the
impression made on the Vincentians and Daugh-
ters of Charity in America was much the same
as that which we can imagine we would exper-
ience if Our Holy Father Pope Pius XI were to
visit his children, the Catholics, in America.
In the annals for 1911 we read that on October
9, 1910, the Catholic Or-
phanage in San Francisco
which was founded in 1852
was reduced to ashes by
devastating flames. There
were eighteen Daughters
living there at the time
who were in charge of more
than four hundred little
girls ranging' from ten to
fifteen years. By the grace
of God (and that special
protection which Holy
Founder always claimed
mn
for his daughters) not a life was lost in that great
disaster.
A letter from Falther Shaw written on the four-
teenth of October, 1908, and printed in the annals
for 1909, tells us in detail of the founding of St.
Thomas' Seminary in Denver. Our confreres
opened the Seminary, much to the deljght of
Bishop Matz then bishop of Denver, on September
29, 1908. The personel of the seminary numbered
four Vincentian priests, one scholastic, a secular
priest, and eight clerics. The building was spacious
and laid out to accommodate a large number of
students.
Father Vautier writes on December 14, 1908, of
another work the Little C9mpany had under-
taken-the care of the souls of the negroes in, New
Orleans. St. Catherine's parish was estabished
and all the negroes of the city were welcomed to
be members of it. The work warranted the labors
of two priests, perhaps three, one being chaplin at
Charity Hospital just across the street, who were
to reside in a house adjoining the church.
PERRYVILLE TRIP
Everything was in readiness for the Cape stu-
dents arrival. Even the sun had entered into the
spirit of the day and swept the heavens pf a three
week accumulation of clouds.
As the buses and sedans disgorged themselves
of their happy occupants, the seminary stillness
was shattered by the exchange of greetings and
hand-shake with its attendant fusilade of ques-
tions. Walking, talking, and witnessing the de-
feat of the Cape's flashy but inexperienced tennis
team made the morning speed by on the swift
wings of happiness.
Dinner was followed by the awing visit with
the Novices.
Promptly at three the first ball of the afternoon
game was pitched. For the remainder of the
innings Mr. S. Smith baffled the Cape boys team.
Despite the Novices pleadings, the game ended
with Cape on the short end of an 11-0 score.
The evenings entertain-
ment was a treat for all; a
R. H. E. perfect finale to a perfect
o°l 01 O O o0 I 3 day.
o0 01 Oi 0 5 111 0 The Cape students were
as loath to leave as they
oning. were eager to arrive, and it
Lseball game is mem- was with genuine reluct-
W. Mahoney, C. M., ance that they departed for
I not allow his oppon- home.
two walks and strik- If they received only half
as much pleasure as the
SStudents derived from en-
tertaining them, their visit
to the Barrens is drawn indelibly upon their mem-
ories.
HOME COMING DAY
May 8th the Students took their annual trip to
Cape. A more delightful day has not been spent
this year.
One of the things that surprised us most was
the great number of improvements made there
during the past year. The Chapel particularly and
the grounds and buildings in general are certainly
not the old place the majority of us knew. It was
a pleasure to witness the advancement.
The last word in hospitality was manifested
when Cape permitted us to win the ball game 5-2.
They strove to make the game even more interest-
ing by retaining the lead up until the seventh
inning.
The laurels of the evening were equally divided
between Cape students and Seminary orchestra.
No words can adequately express the emotional
feelings such a trip stirs in the hearts of all. It is a
stimulant not only for those who spent some years
there, but as well for those who did not.
Novices....... 0)  1 01 01 0
Students... ... 1 2 01 O0 2 |
Wdrth Menti
The last Student-Novice ba
orable for the fact that Mr.
pitching for the Students, did
ents one hit, limiting them to
ing out thirteen.
Len
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ORDIN A TIONS.
TAKEN FROM MEN
There is nothing novel or sensational in the rite of ordina-
tion. It is more than 1900 years since Christ first gave the
sacerdotal powers to his Apostles; and almost that long since
the great Saint Paul admonished his beloved Titus and
Timothy 'to ordain priests in every city and to commend
to faithful men who shall be fit to teach others also, the
same things which they had heard of Him by many wit-
nesses.' And yet the ceremony of priestly ordination still
maiaintins the grandeur, the magnificence and the awfulness
that must have characterized the scene when Christ commis-
soned the Twelve to go forth to preach, to baptize, to teach
the nations to observe all the things that He had com-
manded them. Something so stupendous takes place during
the conferring of Holy Orders--the powers given to the
recipients are so vast and tremendous, the character im-
pressed is so great and meaningful-that one attending
the rite cannot but be moved and affected profoundly.
Here at the Barrens on the fifteenth of June this solemn,
century-old drama was re-enacted in the historic Church
of the Assumption-witness of many other such ceremonies
during the long course of its existence. The ordaining pre-
late was His Excellency the Most Reverend Christian H.
Winkelmann, the afable and kindly Auxiliary Bishop of the
Archdiocese of Saint Louis.
The eight young men on whom the priestly dignity was
conferred were the Reverend Messrs. Robert Miget, Perry-
ville, Missouri; John Mullarkey, Chicago; Ambrose Durbin,
Portageville, Missouri; Francis Lynn, Chicago; Herbert Van-
denberg, Milwaukee; Philip LeFevre, Keokuk, Iowa; Edward
Whooley, Watertown, South Dakota; Vincent Smith, Chicago.
Two other members of this years's class, the Reverend
Messrs. W illiam Kenneally and John Roche, were ordained
in their respective dioceses of Los Angelesi and Denver.
To these, its ten most recent alumni, anointed with the
oil of Holy Orders, admitted to the ranks of the Eternal
Priesthood, St. Mary's extends its heartiest congratulations.
TO THE NEW-ORDAINED
But yesterday he was one of us,
Sharing the tumult of our boyish waysl,
And now he is a priest through all his days.
His late-anointed hands are wet with sacrifice.
His whispered breath
Can summon Christ again to mystic death.
He is a priest for ever.
Let not this glory dim, 0 Lord,
This fervor fade.
Always, remember him
Whom Thou hast made Thine Own anointed.
Keep his heart
From all the dust of earth apart,
And in Thy teeming comfort ever be
Strength to his frailty.
With them it co-rejoices. To them it sends itsi fondest well-
wishes and benediction. May their energetic spirit and
good will productive of their success as scholastics be carired
by them into their sacerdotal life. May they be priestly
priests. May their labors in the vineyard of souls, be abun-
dantly fruitful, availing alike to the attaining of their own
salvation and that of those to whom they minister.
As a final tribute St. Mary's extends to the parents of our
latest ordained its gratitude and congratulations; its gratitude
for the sacrifices which they made in giving to God's service
their dearest possessions; its congratulations for the utterly
inexpressible joy with which the knowledge of their sons'
sacredness will always fill their hearts. Whether you be in
heaven or on earth, St. Mary's Seminary salutes ,you
Mothers and Fathers of our new priests.
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GOD SPEED!
June the fifteenth was ordination day at the
Barrens. Of the eight candidates who prostrated
themselves before the altar, there were three
whom the Hand of God had singled out for the
noblest, the most heroic work of the Community
-the Foreign Missions. As we saw the joy and
whole-hearted zeal with which they accepted their
assignment, we could not but hearken back to the
days of St. Vincent and the missioners to Madagas-
car. At a word from St. Vincent, they left all and
went, rejoicing to be found worthy to suffer some-
thing for Christ's sake. They realized it meant
hardship and privation, more, perhaps, than any-
one will ever know. But they knew that with these
sorrows would come a joy not given to most men
to taste. And now it is our great privilege to see
reincarnate the glowing zeal and flaming charity
of these pioneers of the Little Company. Follow-
ing their footsteps, these new apostles go to reap
the white harvest in fields irrigated by the blood
of our own martyrs. They go to tread the paths
beaten by a Blessed John Gabriel and a Blessed
Francis Clet. They go to a forgein land, to a
strange people, to take their places in the front
line of the battle for Christ the King. The DeAn-
drein salutes our newest missionaries, Rev. Her-
bert F. Vandenberg, C. M., Rev. Francis J. Lynn,
C. M., and Rev. Vincent D. Smith, C. M. Godspeed
you, confreres!
FATHERS T. MURPHY, C. M.,
AND G. ABBOT, C. M.
Together with the three young missionaries just
ordained, the Rev. T. Murphy of Chicago and the
Rev. G. Abbot of New Orleans, will sail in the fall
for China where they will continue their ministry
in behalf of that country's groping souls. Father
Murphy was ordained in 1930 in which year he be-
gan his labor among the Chinese only to be forced
back to the States by ill health. Father Abbot
was ordained in 1932. He leaves to Father G.
Guibard the Chaplaincy of City Hospital, St. Louis.
OUR MOTOR MISSIONAIRES
Friday evening, June 21, marked the occasion
of a new venture in street missions to non-Catho-
lics-"motor missions."
The purpose of the "motor missions" is to tear
away the veil of mystery that enshrouds the
Catholic Church and permit Her to be judged on
face value, to bring atheists, agnostics and pan-
theistic Americans to the fount of Truth and right
reason.
The Rev. Lester Fallon, C. M., D. D., Kenrick
Seminary, St. Louis; the Rev. Joseph McIntyre, C.
M., Editor of the Vincentian Magazine, and the
Rev. Joseph Phoenix, C. M., of St. Vincent's Col-
lege, Cape Girardeau, Mo., opened a mission in the
town of Lutesville, Mo. Their equipment included a
folding pulpit, a loud speaker unit and supply of
pamphlets, all stored in a small truck whose side
bears the slogan "Catholic Motor Missions."
This work has the approbation of His Excellen-
cy, Archbishop Glennon of St. Louis and is sup-
ported by the Community and the Knights of
Columbus of Missouri.
Father Frederick Coupal, C. M., St. Louis, and
Father Joseph Daspit, C. M., St. Vincent's College,
Cape Girardeau, Mo., began a similar work in the
diocese of St. Joseph, Mo., with the endorsement of
Bishop LeBlond.
STILL GOING
Fathers J. Mullarkey and Ambrose Durbin, both
of this year's ordination class, are attending
summer school at De Paul University, Chicago.
Father Mullarkey is pursuing his study of English
Literature while Father Durbin is embarking on a
course in History.
Father G. C. Tolman, C. M., Director of Students
at Perryville, is at present Professor of Ethics at
De Paul's summer session.
Attending summer school at the University of
St. Louis are Messrs. J. Clark, C. M., and H. Beut-
ler, C. M. Both are studying the works of Cardi-
nal Newman. Mr. 0. Miller, C. M., is studying
Biology at the same University.
The Students, who during the present month
made their holy Vows, are attending daily a class
in typewriting. For an hour and a half each morn-
ing they are under the expert direction of a fellow
Student, Mr. B. McCoy, C. M.
FATHER S. P. HUEBER, C. M.
Entering the Congregation in 1881, Father
Stephen Paul Hueber is today its oldest priest in
vocation in the Western Province. His career has
been a varied and colorful one, but outstanding in
his service to the Little Company has been his sim-
plicity and earnest zeal. The De Andrein con-
gratulates Father Hueber and wishes him many
more fruitful years in the service of God.
I I
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EDITORIAL
Reverend and Dear Confreres:
The efforts of the De Andrein during the past
year have been, if you recall, in the direction of a
closer and more intimate bond between you, the
priests of the Province, and the Mother House here
at Perryville. The means with which it has ap-
proached this end has been a simple one. It has
collected bits of news of general interest, sent
them out to you, and it has directed your atten-
tion, from time to time, to our common benefac-
tress, St. Mary's of the Barrens. This it has done
because we here often think of you, are interested
in your labors and want you to know that we are
following in your footsteps. Every return of in-
terest on your part, dear Fathers, is the realiza-
tion of the end of this publication. Exactly to
what extent this end has been reached during the
past year the De Andrein itself will not judge.
Criticism, however, has treated it constructively,
and opinion kindly.
In support of the earnest desire which this or-
gan expresses of an ever increasing unity between
the Seminary and its Alumni, the present Student
body here offers you, Reverend Fathers, as a pro-
duct of the same St. Mary's that you knew, this
year's Ordinands. You will find them worthy re-
presentatives of the Barrens and loyal sons of St.
Vincent, imbued like you with the spirit of the
Little Company. In a word you will find them men
like yourselves, interested in your interests and
willing to cooperate with you toward the common
end. We know of no other consideration to pre-
sent to you, Reverend Fathers, more calculated
than this to prove our proud contention that the
Barrens is today just what it was in your day.
Your spirit perseveres.
Very Sincerely Yours.
FIRST MASS NOTES
Perryville, Mo.: The Rev. R. Miget, C. M. cele-
brated his first Solemn Mass in the Church of the
Assumption. His assistants were Fathers J. Pla-
tisha, C. M., J. Zimmerman, C. M. and Mr. Meyer,
C. M. Father O. Huber, C. M., delivered the ser-
mon.
The Rev. J. Mullarkey, C. M., assisted by the
Rev. J. Finney, C. M., said his first Low Mass at
the Shrine of the Miraculous Medal. He was pre-
ceded by the Rev. E. Whooley, C. M., assisted by
the Rev. J. Zimmerman, C. M.
The first Low Mass said by Father Vandenburg,
C. M., was celebrated in the Student's Chapel. His
assistant was the Rev. J. Zimmerman, C. M. The
same Chapel was also the site of Father V.
Smith's C. M., first Low Mass. For assistant he
had Father 0. Huber, C. M.
With Father Stakelum, C. M., as assistant,
Father F. Flynn, C. M., said his first Low Mass at
Webster College, Webster Groves, Mo.
Chicago: Father J. Mullarkey, C. M., celebrated
his first Solemn Mass at St. Laurence Church.
His assistants were the Rev. J. Edwards, C. M., and
the Rev. M. Burke, C. M. Rev. C. F. Meade, pastor
of St. Joseph Parish, Downers Grove, Ill., delivered
the sermon. Father McHugh, C. M. and Mr. H.
Lynn assisted the Rev. F. Lynn, C. M., when he
said his first Solemn Mass at St. Vincent's Church.
Father Stakelum, C. M., delivered the sermon.
The Rev. V. D. Smith, C. M., celebrated his first
Solemn Mass at Angel Guardian Ophanage. His
assistants were Fathers J. Cahill, C. M., and J.
Thompson, C. M. The Very Rev. W. Brennan, C.
M., J. C. D., delivered the sermon.
Los Angeles: The Rev. W. Kenneally, C. M.,
ordained June 16th in St. Vincent's Church here,
said his first Solemn Mass in the same Church
June 30. The sermon was delivered by the Rev.
M. O'Malley, C. M., S, T. D.
Racine, Wis.: Father C. O'Malley, C. M., S. T.
D., delivered the sermon at the first Solemn Mass
of the Rev. H. Vandenburg, C. M.
Portageville, Mo.: The Rev. Ambrose Durbin,
C. M., was assisted at this first Solemn Mass June
16th by Fathers P. O'Malley, C. M., and W. Vidal,
C. M. The Rev. T. Galvin delivered the sermon.
(Continued on next page)
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In the Annals under date of January 8, 1882,
where is a letter printed which was sent from St.
Roses Orphanage in Milwaukee. In this letter we
find recorded, to use the words of the author, "a
strange happening."-it is this:
The sisters there had in their possession a small
silver crucifix which was set on the tabernacle in
the chapel. For years it had been the property of
the house and no one knew whence it came. A new
crucifix having been bought the little silver one
was transferred to the chapel of St. Joseph's Or-
phanage, and from here, after some years, it was
placed in the community room of the sisters, be-
fore a statue of the Blessed Virgin Mary. The
next day, two sisters being in the community
room, one of them noticed that the base of the little
crucifix looked like it might be a receptacle of some
kind. Going over to it she picked it up and tried
to open it; with the exertion of some force she
s'ucceeded. In the receptacle there was a little
silver box surmounted by a cross; this too she re-
marked must come open. Removing the cover of
the little box she and her sister companion found
themselves gazing on a Sacred Host. In profound
adoration they fell to their knees before their
hidden God. Having recollected themselves they
carried the little crucifix with its precious con-
tents to the chapel, where they covered it with a
chalice veil and placed it between two lighted
candles.
They made known their discovery to their su-
perior who in turn revealed it to the Most Rever-
end Kundig the Archbishop. The next day the
archbishop came to the orphange, celebrated mass
and consumed the host. He remarked afterwards
that the species of bread had not deteriorated in
the least during its years in the little ciborium.
The striking thing about the whole affair is that
all the years during which the little crucifix was in
the chapel, being picked up to be cleaned and dust-
ed countless times, no one noticed the base to be
a receptacle, but as soon as it was removed from
the chapel-one day later in fact-the discovery
was made.
The incident above recorded is but one of the
many remarkable entries which fill the pages of
the annals of the Sisters of Charity.
DELEGATES
At the last meeting of the Mission Society the
Students chose as candidates to the Ninth C. S.
M. C. Convention Messrs. T. Mahoney, C. M. Vice-
President of the local Unit, and H. Beutler, C. M.
The Convention will be held this year at Dubuque,
Ia., August sixth to the ninth. The candidates
were chosen for their outstanding labor in Mission
interests and general worthiness for represeting
an institution whose claims to representation are
unquestioned and unquestionable.
Many hearts will plead this month for
friends in the words of John D. Sheridan,
whose lines, reprinted on the title page of
this issue, appear in the Capuchin Annual
of Dublin, Ireland.
FIRST MASS NOTES
(Continued from page 5)
Kranzburg, S. D.: for assistants at his first
Solemn Mass the Rev. E. Whooley had his pastor
and members of the local clergy.
Keokuk, Iowa: His brother, Father C. LeFevre,
C. M., and Father Kenneally, C. M., assisted at the
first Solemn Mass of the Rev. P. J. LeFevre, C. M.
Father Tolman, C. M., delivered the sermon.
Colorado Springs, Colo: Ordained in Denver
June 15th, the Rev. J. Roche, C. M., celebrated his
first Solemn Mass here, with Father T. D. Coyne,
C. M., delivering the sermon.
FATHER W. BARR, C. M., D. D.
Father William Barr, C. M., D. D., conducted the
annual retreat this year for the clergy of the dio-
cese of St. Joe, Mo.
SEMINARY PERSONNEL
With the close of the school year 1934-1935, the
personnel of the Mother House of the Western
Province of the Congregation of the Mission is as
follows:
Priests ---
Students
Novices -
Brother Novices
Ppstulants _---
Aspirant _--
16
_101
30
2
2
1
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